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A Blood Bowl omnibusIn the madcap world of Blood Bowl, fame awaits those who are skilled
enough – and Dunk Hoffnung might just be one such soul. Can he go from soldier to
quarterback, and survive long enough to hit the heights of star player? Find out in four classic
novels.READ IT BECAUSERediscover the wild and wacky world of Blood Bowl in four novels
that chart one player's journey through the Old World's favourite sport.DESCRIPTIONMadcap
sports action in the grim world of Warhammer!In a fantasy kingdom where violence is a way of
life, the number one sport is Blood Bowl – gridiron football where anything goes. When Dunk
Hoffnung stepped off the battlefield and onto the football field he thought his life was bound to
get easier, but he soon found out how wrong he was! Blood Bowl is a sport of unrivalled violence
where death and dismemberment are all part of the game. Rules – what rules?Follow the career
of quarterback Dunk Hoffnung, as he works his way up from unemployed adventurer to Star
Player with the Bad Bay Hackers.Written by Matt ForbeckCONTENTSBlood BowlDead
BallDeath MatchRumble in the JungleA Guide to Blood Bowl
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AuthorAn Extract from ‘Death on the Pitch: Extra Time’A Black Library Publication‘Hi there,
sports fans, and welcome to the Blood Bowl for tonight’s contest. You join us here with a
capacity crowd, packed with members of every race from across the known world, all howling
like banshees in anticipation of tonight’s game. Oh, and yes, there are some banshees… Well,
kick-off is in about two pages’ time, so we’ve just got time to go over to your commentator for
tonight, Jim Johnson, for a recap on the rules of the game before battle commences. Good
evening, Jim!’‘ Thank you, Bob! Well, good evening and boy, are you folks in for some great
sporting entertainment. First of all though, for those of you at home who are unfamiliar with the
rules, here’s how the game is played.‘Blood Bowl is an epic conflict between two teams of
heavily armed and quite insane warriors. Players pass, throw and run with the ball, attempting to
get it to the other end of the field – the end zone. Of course, the other team must try and stop



them, and recover the ball for their side. If a team gets the ball over the line into the opponents’
end zone it’s called a touchdown; the team that scores the most touchdowns by the end of the
match wins the game. Of course, it’s not always as simple as that…’KICK OFFJim: Welcome
back to Blood Bowl, a sport that just won’t die – a bit like me! I’m Jim Johnson, your congenial
unliving host for the next several hundred pages.Bob: Bob Bifford here! I hope everyone is
excited about the -forth-coming season. I just love seeing all those teams in their spangly new
kit! They look so shiny and clean – a few good on-pitch murders in those first matches should
sort that out though. After all, what’s Blood Bowl -without the blood?Jim: Yes, well, here we are at
CabalVision HD where 24-hour rolling sports coverage needs to be filled with mindless hours of
stats, speculation, inane punditry and clip shows, lots and lots of clip shows… Like this one!Bob:
Are we on the Wolf Network or the Necromancers Broadcasting Circle this week, Jim?Jim: I
think we’re howling with the pack this time, Bob. So on to this week’s show – our top four greatest
Bad Bay Hackers moments.Bob: Top four? Aren’t these type of shows usually, a top ten or top
five? Why four?Jim: You know perfectly well, Bob. There’s only four novels! Stop being so meta!
Bob: Meta? What’s that, Jim? Don’t you mean metal? Smashtag #OgresRock! Haha!Jim: Gods,
on with the show.Jim: What we got first, Bob?Bob: A real classic – it’s a novel called ‘Blood
Bowl’. Hmmm… that Forbeck scribe can really spin a title.Jim: Yes, it’s not the most original of
epithets, is it? Of course, in my own great gothic romance ‘The Bard of Love’s Lost Bloo-’Bob:
You’re not talking about your unfinished manuscript again, are you, Jim?Jim: It’s a classic, Bob,
and would have hit the bestseller charts if that cad and thief, Brad Stonker, hadn’t stolen it and
renamed it Dragula!Bob: What, that copper-coin-dreadful about the undead bloke who used to
dress up as a girl is your stolen magnum opus?Jim: That plagiarist!Bob: Our producer is
smacking his head against the wall again, Jim. I think he wants us to move on.Jim: Right, yes,
well, our first look at these great sports legends sees the Bad Bay Hackers before they join up
with star player Dunk Hoffnung. Did you ever face him in your prime, Bob?Bob: Not on the pitch,
Jim, but we did share an awkward moment at the Orca-Cola roadshow once. He drank my diet
soda! I would’ve panned him there and then, but as I approached he smiled and handed me a
postcard with his autograph on! Caught me off guard… Why is the producer crying and waving
his gun?Jim: I think we’re straying off topic again, Bob. This link is weaving around like a troll with
bad indigestion after chancing upon a goblin rave. So yes, in the following clip – or story, or book;
quite honestly, I’ve forgotten what the conceit even is! – we are introduced to Dunk and his
adventures with the Bad Bay Hackers as they try to make it big on the tournament scene. Any
further comments, Bob?Bob: There’s an ogre in it – M’Grash K’Thragsh, met him on the circuit a
few times. Likes the dwarf ale, but can’t keep his halflings down. It’s as I said to him at the time,
don’t enter eating competitions if you’re going to throw up so much.Jim: As a player, how does
he rate against, say Morg’N’Throrg, or even you, Bob?Bob: As ogres go, he’s a good ‘un. Of
course, compared to a ‘ledge’ like Morg then you’re on to a loser. Morg wasn’t captain of the
Chaos All-stars for no reason; even the Mighty Zug would struggle to match his kill count. That’s
why the Chaos All-stars were Blood Bowl Champions in 2467 and Chaos Cup winners a record



eleven times. That was down to Morg, and don’t let any of the other players tell you different!Jim:
But only one Blood Bowl title?Bob: Watch it, vampire! Yeah, the Reikland Reavers and Darkside
Cowboys may have won more Blood Bowl trophies, but they’re only interested in the ball.
Where’s the class? Where’s the murder? It’s with the ogre players, that’s where!Jim: So, before
the producer shoots himself… or us… let us introduce Blood Bowl, an epic tale of daring do,
brotherly love, murders, mayhem and the odd fart joke.Bob: Does anyone actually read this bit?
CHAPTER ONEDunk Hoffnung hated his life, or what little he thought might be left of it. He
hadn’t always felt this way. In his youth, in Altdorf, he’d led the kind of sheltered life that only
wealth and privilege could provide. As the eldest heir to the massive Hoffnung fortune, he’d lived
far above the squalor of the ghettoes of his hometown. Back then, he’d been mostly and happily
ignorant of the kind of existence the vast bulk of the population scratched out in the shadow of
his family’s towering keep.Then everything had gone wrong.‘No one ever made a fortune without
making a few enemies,’ Dunk’s father, Lügner, liked to say. He’d repeated it often enough that
Dunk felt comfortable ignoring it. After all, he’d reached twenty-three years of age without ever
having tripped over that particular dictum. Then it reached out and bloodied his nose.So, scant
months after his family’s fall from grace, Dunk found himself clambering up the side of the
forsaken pile of rubble called Mount Schimäre, bent on doing something to redeem his name
and, by some extension on which he wasn’t quite clear, that of his family.Here in the Grey
Mountains, right on the edge of the Empire and more than a hundred miles from his old life, the
sky looked different, colder somehow, more distant. It was still all part of the same world though.
Perhaps it was he that had changed.Dunk was still tall, graceful and strong; the benefits of the
best trainers in the arts of war and athletics that his family’s gold crowns could buy. His hair was
jet black, and he’d had to have it cropped short to keep it from snarling and falling into his eyes.
He’d lost his fine silver combs along with everything else when his family had been run out of
their home. His eyes were still the penetrating silver of a bright, full moon. They saw the same
things as before, but the man behind them had changed.Dunk’s boot slipped on the gravel of the
trail up to the creature’s lair, snapping him out of his thoughts. Self-pity would do him no good
here. No matter how much he might think he deserved death, he was determined to make the
dragon at least work for it.The people of Dörfchen had warned him against taking this path. ‘Fear
not, good people,’ he’d told them. ‘By tonight, you will no longer shiver in the shadows of the foul
beast that has terrorised your -hamlet for so long.’They’d just laughed and sent him on his way.
At the town’s only public house, the Crooked Arrow, they’d been happy to tip a pint or three in his
direction for his efforts. Old Gastwirt, the innkeeper, had even stood Dunk the price of a bottle of
brandy as a sign of support. ‘You can pay me for it when you return,’ he’d said.The inn’s common
room had fallen uncomfortably silent at those words. Gastwirt’s own laugh had caught in his
throat, but he’d still managed to hand Dunk the earthenware bottle with the red wax seal still
intact over the cork.Dunk had made good use of the bottle on the road to the dragon’s cave. The
spirits tasted like they’d been fermented in casks tainted with warpstone, the shards of
coagulated Chaos that spawned the mutants that were rumoured to teem beneath the streets of



the Empire’s cities. Even the smell of the stuff made his head swim, but Dunk needed something
to stoke the guttering fires of his courage. In that respect, the foul liquid served all too well.Dunk
hadn’t realised how much he’d had to drink until the trail into the mountains had become so bad
that he’d had to dismount from Pferd, his faithful stallion, a fine beast with a coat and mane as
black as Dunk’s hair and a cantankerous attitude to match. Only two steps out of his stirrups, the
hopeful hero found the earth tilting under his feet, sending him tumbling back down the slope
until he lodged in a gnarled buckthorn bush that brought him sharply to his senses.Now, here,
only steps away from the steaming mouth of the dragon’s cave, Dunk’s head started swimming
again. His heart hammered so hard that he was amazed that it didn’t knock against the inside of
his armour’s shimmering breastplate, announcing his presence to the creature within. His hand
went to the hilt of his sword, and the earthenware bottle clanked against it, causing him to
jump.Dunk looked down at his hand as if the bottle had suddenly grown out of it. Then he pulled
the cork from it again with his teeth and took one last belt for good measure. As he did, he
wondered if the beast he sought could spit gouts of fire from its gullet. At thatmoment, Dunk felt
maybe he could match that feat.Dunk pressed the cork back into the bottle and put it down at his
feet. If he survived the day, he promised himself to finish it in the victory celebration the grateful
people of Dörfchen would no doubt throw for him. Otherwise, he hoped the next worthy hero
who happened along might use it to toast his memory.Finally faced with the objective of his
quest, the lair of the beast whose blood he hoped to spill and thereby wash clean his sins, Dunk
drew his sword and opened his mouth to speak. Though before a sound escaped his lips, he
stopped cold.Try as he might, Dunk could not think of what to do. The honourable thing, from the
heroic stories on which he’d been weaned, would be to announce his presence and call the
dread beast forth to impale itself on his blade. That had been what he’d intended to do once he
first heard of this damnable creature, but in the clarity of the moment – such clarity as he could
find with his head swimming as it was – that seemed like nothing less than sheer folly.‘Perhaps I
should poke around a bit first,’ Dunk said to himself, louder than he’d intended. When no winged
fury came screaming out of the cave to answer his slip, he nodded to himself and crept forward
as quietly as he could.Dunk’s armour clinked and clanked so much as he moved that he felt he
might as well be wearing a set of cymbals, to announce him like a visitor to a foreign court. The
old stories he had once been so fond of, no matter how foolish they seemed now as he peered
into the darkening cave, told of the deep slumbers in which dragons waited between snacking
on their yearly virgins, and he fervently hoped that at least this part of the tales might be true.As
Dunk shuffled further into the cave, he realised that he had forgotten to bring something with him
to light his way. He had some torches back in his saddlebags, but those were with Pferd.Dunk
gazed behind him to the west and saw the sun dipping toward the canopy of the wide forest
beyond. He knew that if he went back for a torch it would be pitch black before he could return to
the cave. While the thought of putting off his destiny for another day appealed to him, he couldn’t
bear the thought of returning to the Crooked Arrow to spend the night. He feared that the tales
the townspeople would surely repeat about the dragon would force his will from him for good



and send him off to another part of the Empire in search of easier means of penance.Instead,
Dunk sheathed his sword, trotted back to the earthenware bottle, and snatched it up. Then he
removed the red silk scarf he’d worn around his neck every day since young Lady Helgreta
Brecher had given it to him nearly a year ago. At the time, he’d treasured the gift from his
betrothed as his most valued possession. Now, his arranged marriage was nothing more than a
bittersweet memory and the scarf was little more than a reminder of how far he’d fallen. It was
only fitting then, that it help light the path to his redemption.Dunk uncorked the bottle and stuffed
the end of the scarf into it with the barest tinge of regret. The contrast between the finery of the
scarf and the crudity of its new home struck him as appropriate, although he couldn’t say how.
Then he pulled his tinderbox from his pocket and struck a fire on the scarf’s free end.Carrying
the makeshift light high in his left hand, Dunk drew his sword again with his right. As he entered
the cave, the light from his bottle-lamp showed that the interior cavern was much larger than its
mouth implied. It seemed to go back and down forever, disappearing into blackness beyond his
light’s reach.The wind whistling past him like something alive, Dunk moved further into the cave.
When he realised he couldn’t see the walls to either side of him, he started to panic. He clink-
clanked as quietly as he could over to his right until he reached the comfort of the wall there,
then walked along again, hugging it close.As Dunk crept further into the cave, the sound of the
wind breathing through the cave’s mouth fell behind him. He found the silence strangely
comforting, although the nothingness it implied put him on edge. Where was the pile of gold and
gems on which the great beast had made its bed? Or maybe that part of the stories was wrong
too. But where was the beast itself?Perhaps the dragon was out hunting, terrorizing another
village elsewhere in the mountains. Could it be plotting evil ends with some fiend of Chaos in the
Forest of Shadows that lay on the other side of these rough, high peaks?It was then that Dunk
tripped over the pile of bones.He’d thought the first of them was some kind of rippling formation
in the rocks, possibly formed by the heat of the dragon’s fiery breath over the centuries. He’d
stepped right on them, and they rolled beneath his feet like the smoothed logs on which the
young Dunk once watched dwarf labourers draw battered ships out of the River Reik and into
Altdorf’s legendary dry-docks. He spilled forward and found himself unable to control his fall,
rolling along on more and more of the brownish, flesh-stripped things until he came to a
clattering halt in a heap of skeletal remains in which he could have buried a mountain bear.Dunk
thrashed about in the mound of bones for a moment, crunching them under his armoured bulk. It
flashed through his head that the bones were alive, grabbing at him, trying to pull him down to
share their communal grave. When he finally stopped smashing them down though, he realised
the only threat they posed to him was that he might stab himself on one of the broken ends he’d
created.Throughout the fall, Dunk had managed to keep aloft his left arm and hold on to his
makeshift torch. He’d dropped his blade somewhere in the process, but was pleased that he had
held on to the bottle-lamp so well. He could use that to find the sword, but if he’d kept the sword
instead of the light he might never have been able to find his way out of the cave.Dunk cursed
his luck as he scrambled to his feet, shards of bone falling from his armour.‘Only I could find the



lair of a missing dragon,’ he said. As the words left his lips, relief washed over him. He’d done his
duty, faced up to his fears, and everything had come out all right. He was still alive.Dunk wasn’t
sure just how he felt about that. He’d been robbed of a chance to earn fortune and glory, after all,
but the thought that he’d traded that for a reprieve from all-but-certain death tempered his
regret.He brought the light closer to the bones. There had to be dozens of skeletons here,
representing most of the peoples of the Old World. Many of them clearly had once belonged to
humans. Others displayed the short, stout frame of dwarfs, and a few more were even smaller,
either those of halflings or – the thought made Dunk shudder – children. One set of long, thin
bones convinced him that the dragon must have once made a rare snack of a wood elf too. He
pulled his sword from beneath its delicate ribcage.Something grated on Dunk’s nerves, and for a
while he blamed it on the bones arrayed around him. He imagined the voices of all these
doomed souls crying out to him for vengeance, and he grimaced at the thought that he had no
idea where to find their killer.The silence of the cave finally grabbed Dunk’s attention. The noise
from the wind had stopped.Unnerved, Dunk stepped from the rattling pile of bones and made
his way back towards the exit. As he drew closer, he grew concerned. The day’s dying light that
had streamed in through the cave’s mouth wasn’t where he thought it should be. Had his sense
of direction become confused by his spill? He considered going back and trying to retrace his
steps again when he saw the darkness shift before him.Dunk’s breath caught in his chest. He
realised that one problem with wandering through a dark cave with a light was that creatures
could see you long before you could see them.The hissing noise that stabbed from the darkened
region between Dunk and the exit nearly made him leap from his armour. The serpentine head
that followed it, striking into the glow of his bottle-lamp’s light, shocked him in a different way. The
head was long and thin, mounted on a snakelike neck, but he had expected something much
larger. He almost giggled in relief.Before he could finish his thought, an angry bleat filled the
cave. A goat? In here? Had the dragon been out hunting and brought back the poor beast for its
evening’s repast? Dunk saw the outline of the billy goat’s horns stretching out on the edge of the
darkness. It wasn’t a fair damsel, he knew, but he could still hope to save it from joining the other
bones in the back of the cave. Here, at last, was a chance for him to do someone – or rather
something – some good.Dunk’s hopes for gratitude vanished like an arrow fired into the night
when a deep growl reverberated throughout the cave. He snapped his head about, searching for
the source of this new threat. Then the face of a lion poked into the light next to the serpent’s
head, on the other side from the goat.The configuration of faces confused Dunk, and he stood
stock still, staring at them as though they were a living puzzle that would somehow solve itself.
And then it did.The creature moved forward towards the would-be hero, into the makeshift
lamp’s light as it guttered in the face of its three breathing heads. Its leonine front paws scraped
at the cave’s rocky floor, as if it were sharpening the wicked claws before launching an attack. It
unfurled its greasy, bat-like wings, which were wide enough to fill the cavern, brushing them
against the opposing walls. Its tail, like something that should have been attached to a
gargantuan scorpion, curled forward between the wings, small flashes on the tip convincing



Dunk that even this appendage had eyes. As its three heads, and its tail, glared at the intrepid
fool who had dared invade its home, the chimera clopped and scraped its hoofed hindquarters
like a bull preparing to charge.CHAPTER TWODunk edged backwards as the creature came
towards him, but it matched him step for step. As he moved, he spoke. ‘I’m terribly sorry,’ he said
to the creature, hoping it might somehow be able to understand him. ‘I was looking for a
dragon.’The goat-head snorted.‘You come from Dörfchen,’ the snake-head hissed. It spoke the
Reikspiel tongue of the Empire flawlessly, although with an oddly familiar accent that Dunk
identified as hailing from distant Kislev.The lion-head uttered a curious growl. ‘You’re earrrrly,’ it
said.Dunk could have sworn the lion-head smiled. ‘You… you were expecting me?’ he
stammered. He hefted his sword, testing its weight, just as he had before every sparring match
against his trainers back in Altdorf. He’d never been in a real, to-the-death fight and he hoped
they’d taught him well. This time there would be no mercy, he was sure, only blood.‘Our last
sssacrifissse was not ssso long ago,’ said the snake-head.‘It’s a booonus,’ the goat-head said.
‘Our reputation grooows.’‘Yessss,’ the snake-head said. ‘It drawsss usss fresssh
victimsss.’‘Frrresh meat!’ the lion-head said.‘Ah,’ Dunk said. He had wondered why the villagers
had been so eager to point out the location of this ‘dragon’s’ lair to him. Old Gastwirt had even
offered to draw him a map. Now it was clear. They depended on foolhardy heroes like himself to
find their way up here regularly to make their regular ‘sacrifices’ to their local menace. In return,
the creature left the hamlet alone. No wonder they’d been so friendly and free with such a total
stranger.‘I’m afraid there’s been a mistake,’ Dunk said as his heart sunk into his boots. ‘I wasn’t
sent up here as your next meal.’‘Explaaain!’ the goat-head said. The lion-head snapped its jaws
to punctuate the demand.Dunk swallowed hard. ‘The kind and dedicated people of Dörfchen,’ he
said, ‘fear that you might be… tiring of your standard fare. They sent me up here to take your
order for your upcoming repast.’The three heads looked at each other, mystified.Dunk
continued, amazed that he could still speak and stunned at the words escaping his lips. ‘Would
you prefer a virgin of some sort? Or perhaps a nice little goblin? I’m told we might even be able
to procure a few snotlings, or perhaps a little gnoblar to chew on?’Three sets of eyes narrowed
at Dunk. As the light from his bottle-lamp began to die, he noticed that all six orbs glowed green
with the crazed light of Chaos.‘Of… of course, you can just stick with your standards.’The lion
licked its muzzle with a black, forked tongue.‘I really do recommend the snotling though,’ Dunk
said softly. ‘It’s much tastier than the hu-human.’ His voice trailed off as he finished.‘Posssssibly,’
the serpent-head said as it weaved hypnotically back and forth, like a snake trying to turn the
tables on an unwary charmer.‘But you’rrre herrre,’ the lion-head growled.‘Nooow,’ the goat-head
bleated. With that, the great beast slouched forward.As the lion-head leaped out towards Dunk,
he slashed at it with his blade. The never-bloodied edge cut through the creature’s mane and
trailed a splatter of blood in its wake. The lion-head yowled in pain and surprise, and the goat
squealed in protest.Emboldened by his success, Dunk brought his sword back for another
swing. As he bought the blade forward, though, the snake-head darted out and struck the
weapon from his hand. It sailed off behind him, and he heard it land clattering in the pile of what



little was left of the chimera’s past victims. Dunk gawked for a moment at his empty hand, sure
that his bones would soon join the others.The trio of heads loosed terrifying laughs. The
cacophony startled Dunk into action. He gripped hold of the only thing he had left, the barely
burning bottle-lamp, and hurled it at the creature with all his might.The earthenware bottle
smashed into the creature right where its three heads met. Its noxious contents splashed across
the chimera’s chest and necks, and burst into flames. The blaze blossomed against the chimera,
and the three heads screamed in an unholy choir of fury and fear.Dunk glanced back over his
shoulder to where his sword had gone spinning away, but the back of the cave was shrouded in
utter darkness. He’d have a better chance of finding a wishbone than his blade in that mess.
Turning back towards the chimera, which was trying to beat out the flames engulfing each of the
heads by banging them against each other, he realised there was only one way out of the cave:
past that burning beast.With a strength fortified by desperation, Dunk lowered his shoulder and
charged directly at the monster. ‘Keep low and move through your foe,’ he heard Lehrer say, the
old trainer’s voice echoing in his head. ‘The low man has control.’Only this wasn’t a man that
Dunk faced but a beast three times his size. Still, he hoped, the same principle should apply.The
fire had blinded the chimera, and it was turning away towards the cave’s entrance when Dunk
barrelled into it. He caught it directly below one of its wings and knocked it sprawling into one of
the cavern walls. Without stopping, he spun away from the creature, flinging himself around the
beast and past it toward the twilight sky beyond.Dunk was giddy with glee as he sprinted for the
exit. If this experience had proved one thing to him, it was that he wasn’t ready to die quite yet,
especially if it meant becoming a twisted abomination’s next meal.As Dunk reached for freedom,
though, something hard and sharp slammed into his back, its meaty tip stabbing through his
armour and into the flesh beneath. Lights flashing before his eyes, Dunk tumbled forward, out of
the cave, letting the force of the blow push him further from his foe.When he finally came to a
stop, Dunk scrambled to his feet and whipped about, fearful that the winged beast would come
roaring out of the cave after him. From the trio of screams emanating from the flickering lights
still flashing from the cavern mouth, he guessed that the beast was too busy saving its own life at
the moment to finish taking his.Dunk’s left arm was numb from the shoulder down and hung limp
in its socket like a piece of meat. For a moment, he feared the blow might have severed the limb,
but he checked with his good hand, and it was still there. He was wondering what was wrong
with it when the numbness started to fade, only to be replaced with the excruciating sensation of
a thousand fire ants biting into his wounded arm. His stomach flipped about like a dying fish
pulled from its cool river home and slapped down on the cruel wood of a sun-warmed dock. He
bent over and retched.Wiping the remnants of his last meal from his mouth and soaked in the
stench of the Dörfchen liquor that had tasted like embalming fluid as it erupted from his gullet,
Dunk realised what had been done to him. Angry and nearly blind, the chimera had lashed out at
him with its two-eyed tail and stung him with its venomous barb. He had escaped its lair, but it
seemed that he could not outrun the effects of its wrath.‘Never let it be said that I didn’t flee with
the best of them,’ Dunk said to himself as he stumbled down the mountainside, wondering how



he was going to be able to find his black horse as the last rays of daylight raced from the
sky.When Dunk came to, he found himself lying over the saddle of his horse, which was standing
outside the Crooked Arrow. The night was fully dark now, although a light burned inside the
place, visible through the cracks in the thick, but poorly fitted shutters that covered a window in
the upper floor of the grey-plastered building.Dunk slid from the back of Pferd and shook his
head to clear the sheets of cobwebs that he felt had accumulated there. The brisk night air bit
into his face and whistled through the hole in the back of his armour, poking him awake. He
tested his arm and found that although it still hurt he could move it once again. The fire ants had
apparently fled for a more hospitable home, one that didn’t have a chimera angry at it.Dunk
tripped forward and steadied himself against the inn’s scarred oaken door. It was quiet inside
and dark but for the light above. It must have been late, the regulars had long since gone to bed.
He knocked on the door and waited, listening.In the room above, he heard a pair of voices, a
man and a woman, arguing in hushed tones. Then the light went out.Dunk knocked on the door
again, louder this time. Only the crickets in the distance answered. He looked up and down the
wide, unpaved road. The few other shops and houses that lined what could only charitably be
called the centre of the hamlet were all dark too. The people who resided within them, resting
easily in the shadow of the monster-infested mountain, another ‘sacrifice’ – Dunk, in this case –
having recently been sent off to placate the neighbouring beast.This time, Dunk banged on the
door with all his might, his mailed fists making dents in the already battered, ironbound planks.
‘Open up!’ he shouted at the top of his lungs. ‘Open up, now!’He’d been trying to help these
ungrateful bastards, and they’d as good as sent him to a certain death. Somebody was going to
pay.‘Go away!’ a voice rasped down from above. Dunk looked up to see Gastwirt leaning out
through the now-open shutters, his long hair like strings of greasy white cotton and his flimsy
nightshirt, which barely covered his massive gut, fluttering in the breeze. ‘We’re closed for the
night!’‘You’ll open up for me, damn you!’ Dunk shouted up at the innkeeper, shaking his fist at the
bewildered old man. ‘After what I’ve been through, I’ve earned the right to a warm bed
tonight.’Gastwirt squinted down at Dunk and then ducked back inside for a moment. When he
reappeared, he held a lantern high in one arm, and he peered down again to see who might be
so bold as to make such demands. ‘You!’ the innkeeper said, recoiling in horror as he recognised
Dunk’s face. ‘You’re supposed to be dead!’‘And you’re supposed to be an innkeeper!’ Dunk
shouted back at Gastwirt. ‘Let me in, and give me a bed. I’m hurt!’ He rubbed his shoulder as he
said this, wondering just how bad it was.Gastwirt peered down at Dunk, suspicion etched on his
doughy face. ‘How do I know you’re not a ghost come back for your revenge on our fair town?’ he
asked. ‘No one else has ever returned from the creature’s cave alive.’Dunk pulled off his right
gauntlet and flung it at the innkeeper. The metal glove smacked Gastwirt right in his bulbous
nose and then dropped back down to the ground where Dunk retrieved it.‘Could a ghost do
that?’ Dunk asked as the innkeeper howled in protest.At that moment, the front door creaked
open. Dunk stared into the darkness beyond, ready for a guard of some sort to spring from the
shadows. He looked down and saw the small figure standing there framed in the doorway,



barefooted, dressed in a grimy, once-white nightshirt and holding a small oil lamp.For an instant,
Dunk thought that the newcomer was a child with dark and curly hair, perhaps a son or grandson
of Gastwirt’s, who’d been roused by the arguing. Then he noticed the traces of stubble on the
little person’s chin and the wrinkles around his wide smile and dancing grey eyes.‘Now, son, I
ask you, is that any way to make a reasonable request of your host?’ the halfling said.‘Morr’s icy
breath!’ the innkeeper cursed above. ‘What are you–’ He leaned further out the window until he
could see the halfling waving up at him from the inn’s threshold.‘Shut that door!’ Gastwirt
shouted before he disappeared back into the his bedchamber, slamming the shutters closed
behind him as he went.The halfling held out a hand of greeting towards Dunk and waved for him
to come inside. ‘I’d hurry yourself in here quickly, son, before that walrus makes his way down
those stairs. He’ll double bar the door for sure.’Dunk reached back and wound Pferd’s reins
around the hitching post outside the inn, then slipped in past the halfling while nodding his
thanks.‘I’m glad someone around here understands hospitality,’ he said. He stuck out his hand at
the halfling. ‘I’m Dunk.’‘Slogo Fullbelly,’ the halfling said, his hand almost disappearing within
Dunk’s much larger mitt.‘Slick, you stinking bastard!’ Gastwirt howled as he slipped down the
last few stairs and fell onto his rump in the back of the room.‘Slick, to my friends,’ the Halfling
said in a confidential tone.The innkeeper leaped to his feet far quicker than Dunk would have
guessed the man’s bulk could allow. ‘You’ve no friends here, you sawed-off con artist,’ Gastwirt
said, shaking a finger at Slick.Dunk stepped between the innkeeper and the halfling before
Gastwirt could wrap his thick paws around the little one. ‘He did me a good turn when you
refused,’ he said to the innkeeper.Gastwirt looked up at Dunk, just a hint of green haloing his
face. ‘I don’t open the door for anyone I don’t know after dark,’ he said. ‘Not when I’ve sent
everyone else home.’Dunk stepped closer and glared down into the shorter man’s watery blue
eyes. ‘I met you earlier today.’‘And sallied off to certain death, just like all the others, sure that
providence and your own sheer arrogance would let you rule the day, to kill–’ The innkeeper cut
himself short. ‘By the gods’ grace and mercy,’ he said in awe, ‘did you actually kill the
beast?’Dunk grimaced, suddenly aware of how much his shoulder still hurt. ‘I made it back alive,
but not unscathed.’‘Ooh,’ Slick said from behind Dunk. The would-be hero turned and saw Slick
standing on a nearby table, peering at his back. ‘That’s a mighty nasty-looking hole you have in
your armour there, son,’ he said.‘It’s nothing…’ Dunk started to say, but he couldn’t bring himself
to finish. ‘It hurts like blazes,’ he conceded.‘Allow me,’ Slick said, reaching up to unfasten the
buckles that held Dunk’s breastplate and backplate in place.‘You can’t do that here!’ Gastwirt
complained. ‘I can’t have wounded strangers stumbling into my place in the middle of the
night.’Dunk growled at the man, then reached over and snatched a long, sharp spear from where
it hung over the massive mantel in the room. He shoved its wicked, barbed tip towards the
innkeeper and growled again, the pain from his sudden movements tainting his wordless threat
with a dose of desperation.‘I think, kind sir,’ Slick said to the innkeeper gravely, ‘that you’d better
make friends with this man quickly if you don’t wish to find yourself thrown out of your own
establishment.’Gastwirt looked up into Dunk’s pained eyes. The warrior could see the thoughts



whirring through the man’s brain as he weighed the risks of the various avenues of action open
to him. Then the innkeeper’s shoulders sagged in resignation.‘All right,’ said Gastwirt as he
padded towards the open door and shoved it shut, then dropped two bars of solid, ironbound
oak behind it. ‘Let’s be quick about this.’ The innkeeper returned, firing up a lantern that hung
from the ceiling in the centre of the room.‘Sit down, son,’ Slick said to Dunk, ‘and I’ll have a look
at that trouble of yours.’Dunk slumped in the chair nearest the table on which the halfling still
stood. He yanked his breastplate and chestplate off with one hand, but when it came to slipping
out of the mail shirt, he found it hurt too much. With a wave from Slick, Gastwirt ambled over and
helped the halfling pull the damaged, bloodied armour off, as well as the undershirt beneath
it.The innkeeper gasped in horror at the sight of the puncture wound in Dunk’s back. Slick just
clucked his tongue and ordered Gastwirt to hustle off to the kitchen and bring back a bucket of
water and some clean rags. ‘It’s not as bad as it looks,’ Slick told Dunk. ‘I’ve seen far worse.’‘Are
you a physician?’The halfling chuckled. ‘Hardly, son. I’m a Blood Bowl player’s agent.’Dunk
turned and gave Slick an appraising look. ‘For which team?’ he asked.‘I work for my player,’ Slick
said. ‘Negotiate his contracts, defend his honour, get him as much time on the pitch as I can, for
the most pay. Some agents handle a handful of different players all at once, but I prefer to
concentrate on one star player at a time. That kind of dedication to personal service makes all
the difference.’‘Who’s your player?’Slick looked over to where the dying embers still glowed soft
and red in the inn’s fireplace. ‘I’ve had a lot of them over the years.’‘Who is it now?’Gastwirt burst
back into the room right then, half a bucket of sloshing water in one hand and a fistful of grey,
threadbare rags in the other. He set the things down on the table next to Slick, who took one of
the rags and dipped it into the bucket.As the halfling gently rubbed the wet rag around the area
of Dunk’s wound, cleaning the blood away, he said, ‘Let’s just say I’m between clients at the
moment. Blood Bowl is a dangerous game.’‘I’ve never seen a match.’ Dunk suspected that Slick
was talking so much just to distract him from how much the rag stung. Either way, he was willing
to go along with it.‘Really?’ Gastwirt said in excited disbelief. ‘If I’d lived in a big city, I’d go to the
matches every week.’‘I’ve never much seen the point of it,’ Dunk said, gritting his teeth as Slick
rubbed more water into the wound. ‘A bunch of grown people – or dwarfs, or elves, or orcs, or
ogres or worse – chasing a football around a field? Why bother?’‘Because,’ Slick said as he
dried Dunk’s shoulder and wrapped it with another rag, ‘it pays better than thievery.’ As he
finished up, he patted Dunk on the shoulder and handed him back his bloodstained undershirt.
‘Besides, people who go off looking to pick fights with dragons shouldn’t speak ill of the career
choices of others.’‘I’ll take that under consideration,’ Dunk said.‘You’re a lucky man,’ Slick said as
he slid down off the table and picked up his candle from where he’d left it. ‘The poison of a sting
like that can be fatal.’As the words left Slick’s mouth, Dunk’s head started to spin again. ‘I just
wish I was dead.’‘Let’s get this boy a bed,’ Slick said to Gastwirt.‘Right away,’ the innkeeper
nodded. He led Dunk to a door in the back corner of the common room. It opened onto a private
quarters little larger than one of the closets in the family keep in which Dunk had grown up. A
bed of straw lay scattered in the far corner. The young warrior stumbled over to it and lay down



his head. He was asleep before the innkeeper shut the door.CHAPTER THREEDunk awoke at
dawn to what sounded like a gang of angry giants tearing the roof off of the building. Still
shirtless, he leapt to his feet and cast about for his sword for a moment before he remembered
that he’d left it in the chimera’s cave. A banging at the door brought his attention slamming back
from last night to the present.‘Hey, hero!’ Gastwirt said through the thin planks of the door. ‘If you
want to make a name for yourself, now’s the time!’As Dunk shoved on his boots and tossed on a
shirt, the innkeeper threw open the door. ‘No time for modesty,’ Gastwirt scowled. ‘Your Chaos-
damned doom followed you here, and if you don’t go out to meet it, it’ll tear the town apart trying
to find you.’For a moment, Dunk didn’t understand the man’s words, but then a roaring, hissing,
bleating yowl rattled the ramshackle shutters strung across the cramped room’s lopsided
window. The young man’s eyes felt like they might spring from his head as he stared out of the
window and then back at the white-faced innkeeper.‘The chimera is here?’ Dunk asked, the
thought gluing his feet to the rough worn floor.‘Got it in one,’ Gastwirt said with a pitiless smirk.
‘And it wants your head.’‘How do you know that?’ the shocked Dunk asked.The strange choir of
angry voices outside changed from howls to shouts, and Dunk could make out its chorus. ‘The
hero!’ it said. ‘Bring us his head!’Dunk glanced around him. No blade, not even a knife. He
thought of running, but he knew he’d never outpace the winged beast. Pferd might be able to
outrun the creature, but the last Dunk had seen of his horse it had been hitched out in front of the
inn, in the open, a ripe target on which a mad monster could unleash its wrath.The innkeeper
was right. He was doomed.Gastwirt reached out and grabbed Dunk by the shoulder, his injured
one, which felt like a lance rammed through the warrior’s arm. He cried out in protest and
shrugged free, but the innkeeper just grabbed his other arm instead.‘Your hand put this wheel in
motion,’ Gastwirt snarled at Dunk. ‘You placed your bet, and now it’s time to pay up.’Slick
stepped in from the hallway and slipped in between the two men. ‘You can’t send him out there,’
the halfling said. ‘That beast will rip him apart.’The innkeeper’s hand let go as Dunk wrested his
other arm away. Gastwirt leaned down to shout into Slick’s face. ‘This bastard you’ve befriended
went out last night and enraged that carnivorous creature. If we don’t give it what it wants, it’ll kill
us all!’Slick nodded as he considered this for a moment. Then he turned back to Dunk and said,
‘He’s got a point, son. Sorry about all this, but you’d better go.’‘What?’ Dunk said. As he spoke,
something heavy crashed onto the inn’s roof, and dust and clods of dirt cascaded down from the
ceiling. ‘I’m not going out to face that thing.’Dunk turned to Gastwirt. ‘You and your friends sent
me off to die. You can all rot!’Slick patted Dunk on the back of his leg. ‘Come now, son, there’s no
reason for us all to die, right?’ His tone sounded as if he were trying to convince Dunk to take a
walk with him in the rain. ‘There’s no way for you to get away from that beast, so you might as
well go face up to it like a man. Think of the children.’‘What children?’ Dunk asked, goggling at
the halfling.Slick shrugged. ‘It’s a town. There have to be children here, right?’ He looked to
Gastwirt for some help.‘Loads of children,’ the innkeeper said. ‘Normally you can’t walk around
here without tripping over them. They’re orphans, too, the whole lot of them. A pitiful bunch to be
sure.’Dunk snarled at the blatant lies. Still, he thought, there did have to be some innocents in



this town, and he couldn’t be the cause of their deaths.‘Fine,’ he said. ‘I’ll go. Wish me luck, you
cowards.’Slick clapped Dunk on the back of his thigh and favoured him with a rueful smile. ‘A
man like you has no need for luck, son. Just go out there and face your fate.’The chimera cried
out for Dunk again. Shaking his head, the young warrior shoved past the halfling and pushed the
innkeeper out of his way. He wasn’t doing anyone any good stuck in this room, least of all
Pferd.As Dunk stormed into the inn’s empty common room, he heard the innkeeper behind him
quietly say, ‘Ten crowns says that beast eats him for breakfast.’‘You, sir,’ Slick said, ‘have yourself
a bet.’Dunk didn’t know why the halfling would be willing to wager on him. He would have bet
against himself if there had been any way to collect. Still, the thought that someone – anyone –
had any kind of confidence in him encouraged him.When the building’s shutters rattled again
with the chimera’s roar and the beating of its wings, Dunk knew, however, that confidence
wouldn’t get him far. ‘Can you at least loan me a blade?’ he called back at the innkeeper. He
turned to see Gastwirt and Slick had followed him from the room, perhaps eager for the show
soon to come.The innkeeper, mindful of his bet, Dunk suspected, just shook his head. Slick, on
the other hand, disappeared behind the bar that ran along the room’s north wall. A moment later,
something long and sharp came flying over the bar to stab into the floor near Dunk’s feet.‘Every
barman has one,’ the halfling said as he rematerialised from behind the bar.Dunk pulled the
weapon from the floor and examined it. The sword was short, about half the length of his own
blade, and it looked as if it had been used more often as a kitchen utensil than a weapon. Still, it
beat using his bare hands. He hefted the thing in his hand and headed for the door.Pferd stood
there in the early morning light, straight, tall, and unperturbed. The black horse’s reins remained
wrapped around the hitching post. He whinnied a short greeting to Dunk but showed no signs of
fear, as if the creature still whirling somewhere overhead was little more than a sparrow with a
poor attitude.Dunk remembered how he had chosen Pferd for his own. One night, a fire had
broken out in his family’s stables. Trapped, some of the horses had panicked and run deeper into
the flames. They had all perished, but Pferd had stood his ground until the guards rescued him.
He alone had survived.‘That’s the horse I want, father,’ the young Dunk had said the next day.
‘That’s a beast you can count on.’ He had not once regretted making the request.Scanning the
skies above as he left the shelter of the inn, Dunk slashed out with his borrowed blade to cut
loose Pferd’s reins. The blade bounced off the hitching post, leaving the leather leads intact, the
weapon’s edge too dull to split them.Dunk cursed as he reached out and loosed Pferd’s reins
with his other hand. ‘Where is that thing, boy?’ he asked. The horse didn’t respond.As he moved
past Pferd and into the open street, Dunk used the sword to shade his eyes as he searched for
the chimera among the low, dark clouds scattered by the stiff breeze that swept down from the
mountains that day. He saw nothing up there, not even a lone bird. Dunk allowed himself a
moment of hope that the creature had tired of hunting for him here and had flown off for other
parts, but he quickly quashed it. Hope made a man lose focus, he knew, and that could be
fatal.‘You’ll need this, son!’ Slick shouted from the doorway of the inn.Dunk glared over at the
halfling to see him wrestling with the sharp end of the massive spear that had hung over the



mantel in the inn’s common room, dragging the bulk of its length behind him. ‘Get back in there,’
Dunk ordered Slick as he dashed over and snatched the spear from him. ‘That thing could snap
you up without stopping to chew.’‘You’re welcome!’ Slick said, the sly grin never leaving his face.
‘I hope you’re better with a spear than you are at expressing your gratitude.’Dunk started to come
up with a snappy reply, but a loud noise from down the street saved him from having to make the
effort. He whipped his head around to see the chimera pulling a holy icon from the steeple of the
local temple. A man in red, priestly robes dashed out of the place, a gaggle of worshippers hot
on his heels, all screeching louder than even the chimera above them. The heavy, stone icon
crashed to the ground behind them as they raced up the street.‘You!’ the priest said, pointing a
thick finger at Dunk. The man’s corpulent face was red with the exertion of having managed to
dash from the church before all of his followers, despite the fact he’d been standing at the altar in
front of them. His round blue eyes glared at Dunk from under bushy, white eyebrows. ‘This is all
your fault!’‘Sod off!’ Dunk spat. He’d had enough of priests for a lifetime. He gave the gods their
due, of course, but he had little time for the parasites who fed off the reputations of their chosen
deities by purporting to bring their messages to the masses.The priest’s face flushed even
redder, and Dunk thought, perhaps even hoped, that the man might keel over right there with a
stopped heart. Instead, the priest waved his terrified congregation after him, saying, ‘That’s who
the beast wants, dead or alive! Let’s give him to it!’As the priest charged at Dunk, the young
warrior swung around the dull end of the spear and caught the holy man squarely in the chin.
The priest collapsed in his robes like an item of laundry falling from a washing line. The others
behind their religious leader froze in their tracks.Dunk brought the sharp end of the spear around
to bear on the handful of temple-goers staring at him. He didn’t want to hurt them, but he feared
they didn’t share the same concern for him. The best way to end this altercation would be to stop
it now. ‘All right,’ he snarled at those facing him, his voice dripping with menace. ‘Who’s
next?’‘We are!’ the chimera yowled in a trio of unnatural voices. Still atop the temple, it spread its
bat-like wings wide and launched itself straight at Dunk, its paws and hooves ready to pummel
and pound the young warrior into the dirt.Dunk dived to the left as the creature came at him and
it sailed harmlessly overhead, the tips of its claws finding no mark. It squawked in frustration as it
curled back up into the open sky. The townspeople looked up after the thing, then looked at each
other and scattered, each racing for a different hiding place, hoping that the chimera would
choose to chase easier prey.The priest scrambled to his feet, blood trickling from his mouth, the
same colour as his robes. He glared at Dunk and yelled, ‘Kill the stranger!’It was only when the
priest looked around to see who would follow him that he realised he was alone. His eyes
narrowed on the tip of the spear which Dunk pointed at him, and then he too turned and fled
straight back down the street.Dunk loosed a mean laugh until he saw the chimera’s winged
shape swing around towards him at the end of the street. The beast rolled into position and hung
in the sky for just a moment before plummeting into a dive straight down the length of the
road.Dunk’s first instinct was to simply jump into a building. He noticed that Gastwirt had shut his
inn’s front door behind him, leaving Slick pounding desperately from the outside in an effort to



get back in.As Dunk looked about for another path of escape, he noticed that the chimera’s
angle of dive would take it down far short of his position. For a moment, he thought the creature
had misjudged the distance or simply wanted to skim the edge of the earth and rip him from
below, but then he saw its real target: the priest.The holy man realised this at about the same
time Dunk did. He turned around immediately and started sprinting back in Dunk’s direction.The
priest glanced left and right madly, snapping his head all about. His parishioners had not only
abandoned him, they’d locked their doors behind them. No matter where he turned, there was
no help to be had.Dunk hated to see a man cry like the priest – who wailed in desperate terror.
He hefted the mighty spear that Slick had given him and took careful aim. It was heavy but well
balanced. With luck, it would fly straight and true.‘No!’ Slick said as he tried to crush himself into
the narrow shelter offered by the frame of the inn’s door. ‘Don’t do it, son! That priest is dead
anyway! Save yourself!’Dunk snorted to himself, not sparing a second to glance back at the
halfling. His target zoomed toward him at top speed. Armed only with the spear, he was only
going to get one chance at this.Dunk cocked back his arm, his shoulder flexing against the
strain. Then he stepped forward and hurled the spear with all his might.The chimera bore down
on the priest mercilessly, all three of its heads reaching for the man at once, their jaws thrown
wide open to expose gaping maws, each filled with a set of vicious teeth or fangs.The priest
screamed, offering up a quick prayer for mercy from the gods.Dunk’s spear shot forth and
stabbed into the snake-head, straight through its fanged mouth. It rammed up through the roof of
the thing’s mouth and pierced its brain from below. It kept going until the thickening shaft caught
in the snake-head’s skull.At that point, the spear’s momentum snapped back hard against the
chimera’s own, whipping the creature’s middle head back and up along its serpentine neck. The
creature went tumbling backward over itself, the spear pulling it along until it embedded itself in
the compacted dirt of the street, pinning the creature there by its killed head.The priest looked
up from where he had fallen to his knees in the final moments of the chimera’s pursuit, ready to
make peace with the gods and plead for guidance into the afterlife. He saw nothing but open sky
above him, and turned back to see the chimera pinned in the middle of the street like some
massive insect in a particularly horrid collection.‘Praise the gods!’ the priest said. ‘They have
saved us all! Thanks be to them in their wondrous wisdom!’‘How’s that?’ Dunk said.The priest
looked back to where the unarmed warrior stood in the street, naked to the waist. He tried to
speak, but no words escaped his lips.‘I saved you,’ Dunk said. Behind the priest, the chimera’s
remaining heads roared and bleated in fury and frustration. ‘Kill you aaall!’ The goat-head said
as the lion-head loosed another blood-curdling cry.The sight of the wounded beast seemed to
bring the priest back to himself, and he fixed Dunk in a baleful glare. ‘That creature,’ he said,
‘would never have bothered us if not for your interference.’Dunk couldn’t believe his ears. He
shook his head as if to clear out the lies. ‘You told me it was a dragon! A weak and old dragon!
You sent me to my death!’The priest snarled back at the young warrior. ‘Your arrogance sent you
on your path.’ A cold laugh escaped him. ‘You think you would have done any better against a
dragon?’Dunk gritted his teeth in frustration. ‘I just saved your entire town from a menace that



has plagued it for generations. The least you owe me is your thanks.’‘Really?’ the priest said. ‘We
should thank you for destroying the balance of power in this region?’Dunk gaped at the godly
man.‘That creature you just maimed, is the most powerful in the area. While we lived in its
shadow, it kept us safe from threats of all sorts: brigands, carrion, orcs, even real dragons. Now,
here we are, exposed to the world around us and every horrible thing in it. You’ve just destroyed
this town.’Dunk fell to one knee and put his head in his hands. The man’s words were madness,
he knew, but they were the last thing he’d expected. He’d slain the beast, hadn’t he? Where was
the glory? As for fortune, the only thing he’d seen in the creature’s cave had been mounds of
bones. Dunk supposed that a chimera had little use for diamonds and gold.Where had it all gone
wrong?A small hand came down on Dunk’s shoulder. He turned to see Slick looking him square
in the eye. At this level, the Halfling didn’t look nearly so much like a child.‘That’s gratitude for
you, son,’ Slick said. ‘But it gets worse.’Dunk shook his head at the halfling. None of this made
any sense to him.‘How?’ he said. He’d thought it was a rhetorical question.Slick nodded down
the street. Dunk looked up to see the towns-people poking their heads out of their homes,
spotting the still-howling chimera, and then pointing their fingers at Dunk. He couldn’t hear their
words, but he didn’t care for the tone of their voices.‘Son,’ Slick said, ‘don’t stick around to find
out.’CHAPTER FOURIt was almost dark before Dunk dismounted from Pferd and set up camp
for the night. There were no other inns in this part of the Grey Mountains, not this close to the
Axe Bite Pass that led through the highest peaks on its way to distant Bretonnia. It was not a safe
place for lone travellers at night, but Dunk was sure that Dörfchen would have been even less
hospitable.Dunk was still stunned at how the people of that ill-fated and ungrateful town had
responded to how he’d saved them from the monstrous beast that had fed upon their populace –
and good-hearted strangers, it seemed – for untold years. He knew that there were bad people
in the world, the near-destruction of his family in Altdorf bore stark testimony to that, he just
hadn’t realised everyone was that way.Everyone but me, he thought. He had suspected that the
citizens of Altdorf, corrupted by living in the very heart of the Empire, in the actual seat of the
Emperor’s power, were perhaps a special case. Those raised in such an environment could fall
so easily into crime and violence, just like his younger brother Dirk.Like many in Altdorf, though,
Dunk had fancied that the people of the country, were blessed with a simpler outlook on the
world, one that made them more kindly and innocent. To find out he’d been so wrong was yet
another blow to his already fragile view of the world.When Dunk heard a set of hooves clip-
clopping up the mountain trail, his heart leapt into his throat. He’d been a fool to start a fire here,
it seemed, but he’d been cold and hungry and too depressed about the state of the world to
worry about things like brigands or worse. He hadn’t seen another person since he’d left
Dörfchen and so had tossed caution to the wind.Dunk drew his long hunting knife, the only
weapon he had left on him after losing his sword in the chimera’s cave. He had thought about
circling around town and going back for it, but the thought of the chimera freeing itself and
coming home to find him in its lair once again had kept him out.Dunk glanced around but quickly
saw there was no place for him to hide. The mountain sloped away sharply from the wide trail,



both up and down, but no trees grew on this rocky terrain, only a feeble bush or two, hanging on
to this small strip of level ground as best it could.Dunk stood and held his knife before him,
putting the fire between him and whatever was trotting up the trail toward him. It was a moment
before the rider drew close enough for Dunk to be able to pick its shape out of the surrounding
darkness. It was waving at him.‘Hallo!’ the rider called. Slick Fullbelly, dressed in a dark green
cloak and a suit of golden-brown tweed that barely contained his eponymous gut, and riding a
small, dirt-coloured pony built like a barrel. Slick smiled broadly towards the fire and the young
man that stood behind it. ‘I was hoping that it would be you!’ He showed all his teeth.Dunk strode
around the fire, sheathing his knife as he did. The halfling was many things, but not, he hoped, a
threat. He beckoned Slick to come and join him by the fire.Slick drove his tubby pony up to the
edge of the fire where it ground to a halt. He looked as though he would have had to split his legs
exactly apart to fit them around the creature. The saddle sat on the pony’s back like a child’s cap
on the head of an ogre. It seemed the only thing keeping it in place was the way the saddle was
strapped tightly enough to cause the pony’s fattened flesh to bulge around it on all sides. While
this might have seemed cruel with another mount, the pony just took it in stride, its natural
cushioning protecting it from any discomfort.Slick slid from the pony’s back as if dismounting
from a boulder. Then he turned to Dunk with a grin. ‘It’s good to see you again, son. I was afraid
you’d gotten away from me,’ he said.Dunk motioned for the halfling to sit down on a patch of
ground near the fire. ‘You’re not after me, too, are you?’ he asked. He eyed Slick warily despite
himself.The halfling laughed. ‘I don’t think so,’ he said, a merry twinkle in his eye. ‘At least not for
killing Dörfchen’s murderous town mascot. That thing needed to be shown the door a long time
ago.’Dunk sat down a quarter of the way around the fire from Slick. He had a bit of bacon he’d
cooked up still in the pan, soaking in its own hardening grease. He offered this to the halfling
without a word.Slick took the pan and said, ‘My undying thanks.’ With that, he pulled a fork from
the pocket of his waistcoat and set to work on the lukewarm food. He stuffed bite after bite into
his mouth, seeming to take special delight in the bits to which large dollops of the coagulated fat
had attached themselves.‘I’ve already eaten, of course,’ Slick said between mouthfuls, ‘but
there’s always room for bacon. When you’re on the road like this, you never know when you
might be able to eat well again, so I prefer to travel like a camel with what I need most already
inside of me.’From what Dunk could see, Slick was prepared to last through at least a month of
short rations without undue suffering.‘What is it you want?’ Dunk said.The halfling stopped
chewing for a moment as his eyes flew wide. When he resumed, he grinned around the fat
stuffed into his cheeks. ‘More suspicious already,’ he said. ‘I like that.‘You know I saw you
yesterday in the inn. I thought about warning you about the creature in that cave, but I could see
you wouldn’t have any of that. You were bent on killing that ‘dragon’ you’d been hunting for, and
little things like the truth weren’t going to get in your way.’‘Hey,’ Dunk started to protest.‘Oh,’ said
Slick, waving off the young man’s concerns, ‘don’t think bad of yourself for it. I’ve seen this
happen lots of times before. You’re a young man, you have something to prove, you think you
can make yourself into a hero. You think other people will respond to that and treat you with



courtesy and respect, adoration, even love. But it just doesn’t work that way, son.’Dunk stared at
the halfling, amazed. It was if Slick could see right into his heart. ‘How can you be so sure?’ the
young hopeful asked.‘Because,’ Slick said, as seriously as if announcing the death of his
parents, ‘I’ve been there.’Dunk smiled softly in spite of himself. ‘You were a hero?’ he asked. ‘Did
you slay many dragons?’‘Now see here,’ Slick said, as indignantly as he could around the fist-
sized ball of lard squished in his cheek. ‘It’s not all about killing giant, flying lizards now, is it? Not
all heroes are murderers, you know.’Dunk’s face flushed with his shame. ‘I’m sorry,’ he
muttered.The smile came back to Slick’s greasy lips as if it had just passed behind a cloud for a
moment. ‘Don’t fret about it, son. People make that sort of mistake about me all the time. They
think just because I’m a halfling I can’t make any sort of contribution to society other than
keeping any plate in front of me clean.’Dunk looked down at the pan to see that Slick had
certainly polished its surface spotless. The halfling didn’t miss a beat though.‘But I gave up all
that hero nonsense long ago,’ he said, waving his fork at Dunk before licking it clean and sticking
it back into his pocket.‘Nonsense?’ Dunk said. ‘What’s wrong with being a hero?’Slick snorted.
‘Nothing,’ he said, ‘if you don’t mind a life filled with poverty, fear, and death. Most folks prefer the
status quo, even if they’re living next door to a monster that might make off with their children at
any moment. Sure, it’s a horrible thing, but who knows what else worse might be out there?
Better the daemon you know.’Dunk shook his head. ‘I can’t believe that,’ he said. ‘Can people
really be so cynical? What about improving your lot and that of your neighbours?’‘Like you did in
Dörfchen today? You saw how grateful they were about that. You’re lucky you got out when you
did. When Old Gastwirt told the townsfolk I’d given you that spear, they nearly lynched me on the
spot. If the chimera hadn’t gotten up and bitten the baker nearly in half at that point, I think they’d
have had me.’‘The creature killed someone?’ Dunk’s heart sunk with these words. He’d hoped
he’d put an end to the creature’s reign of terror for good.Slick nodded. ‘He wouldn’t have, of
course, if they hadn’t freed him.’Dunk goggled at this. ‘They did what?’The halfling smiled as he
picked a piece of bacon from between his teeth with a small sliver of steel he’d pulled from
another pocket in his waistcoat. ‘The fools freed him. The priest gathered together a group of
men, and they went out to where the thing was staked down and pulled the spear out. They
thought they could get the creature back to its cave and let it heal up so it could “protect them
from the power vacuum” you were bent on creating.’‘And it repaid them by killing the baker?’Slick
sighed bitterly, the humour draining from him.‘He wasn’t much of a man, a bit too slow of foot, for
one, which is what did him in, but he made the best pies in the Reikland.’After a long silence,
Slick pointed his toothpick at Dunk and said, ‘It makes my point, though, you see. Being a hero is
a sucker’s game.’Dunk gazed upwards into the brilliant stars shining in the Old World sky. They
were just the same as they’d always been for him, every day of his life, but today they seemed
more distant and cold. As a child, when Lehrer had tried to explain the nature of the
constellations to him, the ancient patterns had transformed themselves into creatures from the
myths and legends he so loved. Now, they were just stars again.‘Now, Blood Bowl,’ Slick said,
stabbing with his toothpick for emphasis, ‘that is a game.’Dunk scoffed at the mention of the



blood sport. He knew all about Blood Bowl, the insane game in which two teams faced off
against each other in some mad abstraction of a real battle. Instead of killing each other to the
last foe, though, they had to move a ball, sometimes covered with fang-sharp spikes, past the
other team’s side of the field, into its ‘End Zone’, scoring a touchdown. The team with the most
touchdowns after an hour of sometimes-murderous play won the match.‘I hate it,’ Dunk said,
trying to keep his voice even.Slick’s eyes grew wide and as round as his cheeks. ‘Hate it? How
can you hate it? It’s the greatest thing to happen to sport – ever! Maybe even to civilization
itself.’Dunk nearly succeeded in stopping himself from sneering. ‘Or it’s the worst. It’s a bunch of
thugs standing toe-to-toe and beating each other mercilessly for the enjoyment of others. The
football is only a pretext for the violence. They might as well smash it flat and be honest about
how the bloodshed is the only thing that keeps people coming back.’Slick smiled with the vision
that flashed in his head. ‘I actually saw that happen once, in an Orcland Raiders game. They
were playing the Oldheim Ogres, and the ogres forgot they were in the middle of a match. The
Raiders lost five players before the referees got things under control again.’‘That’s horrible!’
Dunk said, shuddering with revulsion.‘Hey, son,’ Slick said seriously, ‘you’re the one that wants to
be the hero. How do you think most heroes make their names around here?’ The halfling waited
for a moment, but Dunk didn’t answer, too astonished that someone would actually defend this
monstrous game; and so eloquently.‘They kill things,’ Slick said. ‘Sometimes they kill “monsters”.
Other times it’s their own kind. At least on the Blood Bowl pitch, there are rules.’‘That no one
pays attention to,’ Dunk countered. ‘I’ve seen bar brawls with more respect for life.’Slick smirked.
‘You’re confusing rules with lives. Hitting someone hard in the middle of the match isn’t just legal,
it’s encouraged. If you can knock a foe out of the game, so much the better for you and your
team.’‘But the players cheat all the time!’ Dunk said. He couldn’t believe he was having this
conversation with a halfling here in the middle of the Grey Mountains. He’d left Altdorf behind so
he could get away from such things, and now it seemed that they’d followed him into the
wilderness. Perhaps he’d been wrong to head into the Reikland. Maybe the Middle Mountains
would have been better.‘That’s all part of the game,’ Slick said. ‘It’s only cheating if you get
caught. Then there are penalties.’‘If you haven’t paid off the referees.’Slick grinned at that. ‘The
other team can always try to buy the refs too. It all balances out in the end.’‘It’s all about
murderous greed and filthy gold.’‘And mindless violence,’ Slick said. ‘Don’t forget the mindless
violence.’‘Exactly!’ Dunk said. ‘It’s just like, like…’‘Like real life,’ the halfling finished, ‘only more
so. It’s brilliant.’Dunk hung his head and fell silent.After a while, Slick spoke. In a tentative voice,
he said, ‘The best part about it is that you’re perfect for it.’Dunk’s head snapped up. He glared at
the halfling as if he’d cursed him and said, ‘What are you babbling about?’Slick grimaced, as if
being forced to bring up an unpleasant topic for the sake of a good friend. ‘Well, think about it.
You’re young, strong, and obviously trained for battle. You’d be wonderful at it.’Dunk shook his
head, perhaps more emphatically than he would have liked. ‘You’re talking madness.’‘Am I? I
watched you fight that chimera. I saw you throw that spear straight down its gullet. You’re a
natural thrower if ever I’ve seen one. The best I’ve ever seen.’ Slick saw the earnest doubt on



Dunk’s face and added, ‘I swear in Nuffle’s name.’‘Nuffle? The god of Blood Bowl?’Slick nodded,
‘As revealed to us in the sacred texts handed down by the first Sacred Commissioner Roze-
El.’Dunk held back a deep frown. ‘That god means nothing to me.’Slick showed a greasy grin.
‘Then you’re just going to have to trust me.’‘You’re an agent,’ Dunk said, edging his way back to
where he’d been sitting by the fire. ‘No one trusts an agent.’‘Not bad,’ Slick snorted. ‘You’re not as
clean-cut ignorant as you come off.’Dunk started to say something, but the halfling cut him
off.‘But then again, no one could be, right?’Dunk held up a finger to interrupt. When he had
Slick’s attention, he spoke. ‘Is that why you followed me here? To recruit me into playing Blood
Bowl?’The knowing smile slid from the halfling’s fat face. He stared into Dunk’s eyes for a
moment before saying anything. Dunk suddenly felt like a particularly tasty pastry in the halfling’s
favourite bakery.‘I’ll come clean with you, son,’ Slick said. ‘The answer is yes.’He held up his
hands before Dunk could protest.‘I didn’t come to Dörfchen looking for you. I wasn’t looking for
anyone in particular, just looking for someone special, if you know what I mean. There’s a team I
work with that’s desperate for some new blood, including a good thrower: the Bad Bay
Hackers.’‘I don’t recognise the name.’‘I thought you didn’t follow the game.’‘I hate the game, but
that doesn’t mean I can get away from it.’‘Well said,’ Slick nodded. ‘Anyhow, these guys are from
just north of Marienburg and they’re a group of up and comers, just the hungry sort who require
the services of someone like me.’Dunk rocked back, holding his legs to his chest. ‘How’s that?’
he asked. ‘You don’t look like much of a player.’Slick almost choked on his laugh. ‘Hardly, son.
But I can find them players, fresh blood from the corners of the world they don’t know much
about yet. Sure, they could trade for better players, but they’d have to give up their own talent –
what there is of it – for that. Better to go out and find some raw rookies and mould them into the
kind of players they need.‘That’s where you come in.’‘Forget it.’ Dunk leaned forward and spat
into the fire, which sputtered at his insult.‘But, son,’ Slick said. ‘It’s everything you want: gold and
glory. This is the way heroes are made these days.’‘I’m not interested.’Slick nodded. ‘Let me ask
you a question. Do you know who Grimwold Grimbreath is?’Dunk pouted but he played along
with the halfling’s game, waiting to see where it headed. ‘Captain of the Dwarf Giants.’‘Hubris
Rakarth?’‘The Darkside Cowboys.’‘Hugo von Irongrad?’‘The Impaler? He’s with the Champions
of Death.’‘Schlitz “Malty” Likker?’‘The Chaos All-Stars. What’s the point of all this?’Slick’s smiled
split his doughy face. ‘Name me the last person to kill a dragon, in the last five years.’Dunk
opened his mouth, but nothing came out.‘The last ten?’‘There was that dragon terrorising the
Border Princes, Blazebelly the Devourer.’Slick nodded. ‘But who killed him?’Try as he might,
Dunk couldn’t answer.‘Gold and glory, son. If you want it, the best way is by playing Blood Bowl.
And I can help.’Dunk felt his will wavering. Slick added one more thing, softly.‘I know about the
Hoffnungs, son. I know all about your family’s downfall and what part you played in it.’Dunk’s
breath caught in his chest. ‘How?’Slick smiled ruefully. ‘I’m always on the lookout for new talent,
son. Sometimes recruiting players means having leverage on them.’‘Including blackmail?’ Dunk
said. The thought that Slick knew of his shame and would expose it to the world drove him nearly
to despair. He considered throttling the little agent right there and then, but he couldn’t bring



himself to do it.‘I prefer “strategic bargaining positioning”,’ Slick said.Dunk felt disgusted. He
hated the halfling and everything he’d said, but he hated himself even more. Hearing that Blood
Bowl was the best way to make money and a name for yourself in today’s world wasn’t the worst
part of it. That was the fact that Dunk had been trying to convince himself was otherwise for
months. The day’s events had overcome his last arguments, and the threat of public disgrace
pushed him right over the top. There was for him, it seemed, only one path left.‘All right,’ Dunk
said to the halfling through gritted teeth. ‘I’ll do it. On one condition.’ His stomach flipped over as
he spoke. He’d hoped that he would never have to sink so low that playing Blood Bowl looked
like moving up, but here he was. He’d just make the best of it. Maybe there was room for real
heroes in this game too – even if he doubted it himself.‘What’s that?’ Slick tried to suppress his
toothy joy, but failed utterly.‘Tell me who killed Blazebelly the Devourer.’Slick shook his head
sadly before he answered. ‘No one, son. He killed all comers.’CHAPTER FIVEThe next morning,
Dunk awakened to the smell of frying bacon. He sat up to find Slick spearing fresh-cooked strips
of meat and stuffing them into his mouth. The halfling waved at him as he rubbed the sleep from
his eyes.‘Morning, son!’ Slick said. ‘You looked so peaceful there, I didn’t want to wake you.’‘So
you just pillaged my saddlebags instead.’ Dunk shot Pferd an evil look. The horse had been
trained to avoid strangers, but apparently it had decided Slick qualified as a friend. Dunk himself
wasn’t so sure he was ready to apply that label to the halfling.‘I prefer to think of it as “sharing”,’
Slick said amiably. ‘After all, we’re going to be spending a lot of time together.’Dunk grunted as
he got to his feet. ‘I thought you were supposed to be making me rich and famous.’Slick stabbed
through three pieces of bacon and offered them to Dunk as he stepped forward. ‘You expect a lot
overnight,’ Slick said. ‘I like high aspirations. I have them for you myself.’‘Before we go too much
further down this road,’ Dunk said in as businesslike a fashion as he could muster, ‘I have some
questions.’ Although Dunk’s father had kept most matters of the family business from him in his
youth, he had picked up some of his father’s style. He knew how to handle himself in a
negotiation, or so he liked to think.‘Of course, son. I’d be surprised if you didn’t.’‘First, what are
you paid?’Slick smiled. ‘Right! Gold before glory it is then. That’s an easy one – you don’t pay me
a thing.’Dunk smiled right back at the halfling, hoping he didn’t look as nervous as he suddenly
felt. ‘You’ll be my agent out of the goodness of your heart?’‘In a sense, yes,’ Slick said. ‘More to
the point, I handle all negotiations and collections of your remuneration. When you are paid, I
take a small and reasonable percentage for myself off the top and pass on the vast bulk of your
earnings to you entirely untouched.’‘And how much of a percentage am I to pay you?’Slick
waved off the question. ‘Son, with my experience and expertise, I’ll make you so much more
money than you’d make on your own that it’s more like your employers end up paying me to help
you.’‘Uh-huh,’ Dunk said, unimpressed. ‘How much?’The halfling swallowed. ‘Ten per cent.’ He
held up a hand. ‘Before you object, I’ll have you know that’s entirely reasonable. Some of the
other agents in the business charge up to half as much again for half the service.’It was Dunk’s
turn to smile faintly. ‘That’s fine.’ He knew from watching his father that such a percentage was
customary. The only trick was making sure the halfling’s fingers weren’t so sticky that he took



more than his share, but that was a problem for another time.‘Next: where are we going?’‘Again,’
Slick smiled, ‘an easy one: we’re off to Magritta, where the upcoming Spike! Magazine
Tournament is to be held at the end of the month.’‘Magritta?’ Dunk’s face fell. ‘I thought you said
the Hackers were from Bad Bay.’‘They are, and that’s where I’ve just come from. Pegleg is
desperate for new players, so I’ve been trailing along in their wake, looking for just the right
person.’ The halfling fixed Dunk in a hungry tiger’s gaze. ‘Lucky me.’‘Who’s Pegleg?’‘Captain
Pegleg Haken is the team’s coach, an ex-pirate who lost both a leg and a hand at sea.’‘Sounds
like a tough customer.’‘You’d have to ask the sea creature that ate those missing parts.’‘So why
Magritta?’Slick finished off the last of the bacon and started packing up. Dunk considered
complaining about the meagre portion of the breakfast he’d been served, but didn’t want the
halfling dipping into his stores again. If they were going to Magritta, the supplies would have to
last them at least until they reached Bretonnia. After that, they’d have to cross all of that nation
and most of the Estalian Kingdoms too, which meant either an ocean voyage, a trip through the
distant Irrana Mountains, or a long trek around them.‘The Hackers need new players, and that’s
where they’re holding their try-outs.’‘Isn’t that cutting it a bit close to the time of the tournament?’
Dunk started helping Slick pack everything up.‘Welcome to the world of Blood Bowl, son. More
teams lose out at tournaments from a lack of healthy players than on the pitch. They’re
disqualified before they face even their first opponent. You’re only allowed sixteen players on a
roster, but you need to be able to put at least eleven players on the field. That doesn’t leave
much room for error, given the injury rates in this game.’Dunk stopped checking Pferd’s
saddlebags to stare at the halfling. ‘Just how dangerous is this?’Slick frowned. ‘Haven’t you ever
seen a game?’Dunk shook his head. ‘Most of what I know comes from my little brother Dirk. He
always loved Blood Bowl.’‘Well, good on him, then,’ Slick said, the frown still marring his chubby
cheeks. ‘I don’t want to lie to you, son. This is a dangerous game. People get maimed or killed all
the time. It’s part of the sport.’Dunk nodded solemnly, not meeting the halfling’s eyes. ‘I knew I
didn’t like it for a reason.’‘Don’t worry about it, son. A brave lad like you can handle it. It’s not any
more dangerous than poking around in a chimera’s lair by yourself.’Dunk flexed his injured
shoulder as he mounted Pferd. ‘I wasn’t too fond about how that worked out either.’Slick scurried
atop his four-legged barrel of a pony. ‘Gold and glory,’ he called after Dunk as he prodded its
back to keep up with Pferd. ‘You won’t find that in a cave!’The trail through the Grey Mountains
was uneventful. As they rode down out of the range, the stark beauty of the mountains clashed
with the lush green of the fertile plains beyond. Dunk stared out at it wordlessly for hours while
Slick prattled on.The halfling, it seemed, could hold forth on any subject endlessly. Slick was
prepared to opine at length no matter what the topic or how little he knew about it, even in the
absence of any rejoinders from Dunk.At first it annoyed Dunk, but once he got used to it, he
found he almost liked it. He’d grown up in a busy household. There was rarely a dull moment in
the family’s keep. Over the past months Dunk had led a solitary life, as he’d never been able to
find himself the crew of stalwart companions he’d always romantically imagined would join him in
pursuit of fame and fortune. The rank cowardice of others hadn’t stopped him, of course, but he



had missed the sound of another person’s voice.Slick supplied that in spades.‘Where to from
here?’ Dunk asked, cutting-off the halfling in mid-sentence. He had no idea what Slick had been
babbling about anyway.‘Straight for Bordeleaux,’ Slick said, pointing directly toward the setting
sun. ‘Right on the shore of the Great Western Ocean. Pegleg took the Hackers by sea to
Magritta, sailing through the Middle Sea and down around Bretonnia and Estalia to where
Magritta sits on the Southern Sea. If we hustle, we can meet the boat at Bordeleaux and hitch a
ride for the rest of the journey.’‘And if we miss them?’Slick dug his heels into his pony, sending
the rotund creature cantering forward just a bit faster. ‘Best not to let such issues arise,’ he called
back over his shoulder at Dunk.The duo’s trail led them through the most fertile of Bretonnia’s
lands, the farmland that sprawled between the River Grismerie and the River Morceaux. These
were names that figured large in the legends Dunk loved. As they rode along, his mind
wandered back over the exploits of Sir Leonid d’Quenelles and the brave pack of fighting souls
he’d led into battle after battle.In Dunk’s youth, he’d hoped that he would one day find himself
following in the footsteps of his heroes, at least metaphorically. He never imagined he’d actually
follow their geographical paths.The people of the Two Rivers Basin, as they sometimes called
themselves, were friendly enough. The sight of a warrior like Dunk often put them on the
defence, but Slick’s charisma put them at ease soon enough. No one could possibly see the little
person perched on his enormously fat steed as a threat, and anyone who travelled with such a
happy creature couldn’t be all bad, it seemed.When the pair finally reached Bordeleaux, they’d
been riding hard for over a week and had put over five hundred miles behind them. And Dunk
was thoroughly sick of his travelling companion.‘Are we there yet?’ Dunk asked for what must
have been the hundredth time.The testy tone of Slick’s response suggested that he was ready to
expand the size of his circle of friends, too. ‘Not quite,’ the halfling said, taking a swig from the
seemingly bottomless wineskin he kept with him at all times. He’d taken every opportunity to refill
it along the trail, and there had been plenty. The vineyards of Bretonnia were widely
acknowledged to be among the finest in the worlds, with most of the vintners’ production flowing
into Bordeleaux to be shipped throughout the Old World and beyond.‘I’ve gotten you to the big
city,’ the halfling said, spreading his arms out toward the sprawl of buildings, streets, towers, and
even castles that comprised Bordeleaux. ‘Isn’t that enough?’Below them, the River Morceaux
cut a line through the centre of the city, passing through the last of the series of locks that
allowed barges and smaller ships to roam the river’s upper reaches. At the last of these, the river
spilled beneath the Bordeleaux Bridge. It stretched across the watery span in the shadow of the
Governor’s Palace and the Bordeleaux Fortress, the two largest and most magnificent structures
that Dunk had seen outside of Altdorf. They stabbed into the midday sun as if to grasp that fiery
orb, and the lesser buildings around them looked as if they hoped to push them to succeed in
their ancient competition.‘I thought we were heading for Magritta,’ Dunk said.‘There’s time
enough for that, son,’ Slick said as he slung his wineskin into its home over his back. ‘We may
have a few days yet before the Sea Chariot arrives, possibly a week or more.’‘Or we might not,’
Dunk said. ‘I’d rather we got to the docks and asked after the ship before we settled in



somewhere.’‘Of course,’ Slick nodded, shading his eyes with his hand as he scanned the shores
below. In the distance, a cluster of seagoing ships gathered on the south bank of the river, just to
the west of the massive bridge. Their sails fluttered in the same easterly breeze that ruffled
through Dunk’s hair. ‘But there’s little chance they beat us here. They would have had to make –
oh, burnt beef!’Dunk stared in the same direction as Slick, craning his neck toward the docks on
the river’s other side. ‘What’s wrong?’‘They are here,’ Slick said, grimacing. ‘They must have
found a tailwind straight from the Realms of Chaos.’The halfling pointed toward the docks. ‘You
see that cutter there, the one with the green and gold flag?’Dunk squinted down into the
distance and spied a dark, little ship moored between a pair of frigates. It bore a single mast,
rigged fore and aft, set back toward the rear of the ship. Its headsails fluttered into the wind as
the -sailors below hauled them into the breeze. The banner that flew from the top of the mast
bore a trio of white swords forming a massive H, emphasized by a pine-green block H underlying
them, all centred on a field of brightest yellow.‘It’s the Hackers all right,’ Dunk said, panic
creeping into his voice. ‘It looks like they’re getting ready to set sail.’Dunk turned to Slick to ask
what they should do, but the halfling had already given his pony, which Dunk now knew was
known fondly as Kegger, his heels. The round and graceless halfling bounced along atop the
galloping butterball at top speed, his legs in his stirrups the only thing keeping him from flying off
like a shot from a cannon.Dunk spurred Pferd after the halfling and quickly caught up with him.
‘Go – on – with – out – me!’ Slick hollered, his voice jerking with every bounce on Kegger’s back.
‘I’ll – catch – up!’Dunk nodded and gave Pferd his head. The stallion charged forward through
the congested streets of Bordeleaux, people scattering out of his way, warned by Pferd’s
galloping hooves and Dunk’s desperate cries.CHAPTER SIXAs Dunk reached the docks, he
shouted for the ship to stop. He could see that the sailors had yet to cast off the mooring lines,
but it would only be a matter of moments before they did.‘Ahoy, the ship!’ he cried. When he saw
scores of heads turn his way from dozens of ships, he changed his call. ‘Ahoy, Sea Chariot!’ he
called at the top of his lungs. ‘Ahoy!’It hadn’t occurred to Dunk that as much as he and Slick
wanted to get to the Sea Chariot before it set sail, there were others who would prefer they
didn’t. That’s why the pile of barrels that rolled in front of him was such a surprise. The large kegs
of wine were waiting to be loaded onto a nearby sea barge for transport along the coast, but
someone cut them loose directly into Dunk’s path.Pferd reared back and nearly threw Dunk as
he tried to avoid being crushed under the heavy barrels. Somehow the young warrior managed
to hold on until Pferd brought all four hooves safely back down on to the wooden docks.‘That’s
far enough, I think,’ a voice came from the other side of the barrels.‘Do yourself a favour and
forget about that ship,’ called another.A pair of mostly toothless, half-shaven faces peered over
the top of the impromptu barrier and grinned at Dunk. ‘A team like that’s got no place for you,
mate,’ the uglier one said. The duo waved their longshoremen’s crating hooks meaningfully.Dunk
snarled and ran Pferd back along the docks the way he’d come. When Slick spotted him, the
halfling howled, ‘The – other – way!’Dunk ignored him as he spun his mount back about and
spurred him on toward the barrels that blocked his way to the Sea Chariot. With a final burst of



speed, Pferd leapt up and just cleared the top of the barrels. He would have clipped the heads of
the two dockworkers, but they threw themselves to the decking as the horse bounded through
the air.Past the barrels, Dunk rode up to the Sea Chariot, crying, ‘Hold! Hold!’The sailors with the
mooring lines in their hands looked toward the bridge for direction. There, standing just before
the hatch to the captain’s quarters, stood a tall, proud man. Beneath his golden tricorn hat
trimmed in forest green, his long dark hair cascaded in curls onto the shoulders of his long,
crimson coat, which he wore open over a ruffled white shirt and black leggings. His face might
once have been handsome, in more carefree days but now it wore openly the burden of his
responsibilities, marring his once-charming features. Where his right leg had once been, he now
stood upon a steel-shod shaft of wood running from the knee down. A viciously shaped and
sharpened hook stabbed from his left sleeve where his hand had once been. This was no doubt
Captain Pegleg Haken, in what was left of his flesh.Pegleg’s eyebrows curled at the sight of the
young man on the ebony horse racing towards his ship, and he stroked the end of his greasy,
black goatee with his good hand. He waved his hook at the sailors at the mooring lines and said
calmly, ‘Belay casting off yet, dogs. Let’s see how this plays out.’Relieved, Dunk called up to
Pegleg. ‘My thanks. Hold but a minute more until I can find–’Dunk turned to see the two
dockworkers now accosting Slick. The halfling had tried to work Kegger around the barrier of
barrels, but the pair of thugs had easily intercepted him.‘We’re not letting another one get past
us, mate,’ Dunk heard one of them say to Slick.‘We might have to slit your throat just to make an
example of you,’ the other growled. ‘After all, we have a reputation to uphold round these parts,
don’t we?’‘Back off of him,’ Dunk said as he rode up behind the two men. He reined Pferd to a
halt and slid from his saddle in one smooth motion, landing before the thugs as they turned to
face him.‘Right,’ the uglier one said, a gap-toothed grin on his face. ‘Looks like this is our lucky
day, don’t it?’‘Got that right,’ the less ugly one said, swinging his hook before him, taking cuts out
of the air at every turn. ‘This one’s head will make a right fine trophy, won’t it?’‘Run!’ Slick
shouted as he and Kegger scrabbled for the safety of the other side of the barrels. ‘Get on the
ship! I’ll catch up with you in Magritta!’‘See,’ the ugly one said to his friend. ‘I told you this was
one of them, didn’t I?’‘That you did,’ said the other. ‘I owe you a pint.’ He crept toward Dunk, his
crate-hook before him and a wicked grin on his face. ‘We can pay for it with what we take from
his corpse, can’t we?’Dunk reached for his sword, and realised once again that it wasn’t there.
He’d had cause to regret this many times since leaving his blade back in the chimera’s cavern
but particularly now. He grabbed his hunting knife instead.As the less-ugly thug lashed out at
Dunk with his hook, the young warrior stepped inside the man’s reach and grabbed his arm,
causing the murderous tip of the hook to sail wide. Then Dunk slashed out with his knife and felt
its glistening blade part the thug’s throat, separating it from his chin.As the first thug’s life spilled
from his throat, Dunk swung the dying man’s now-flaccid arm wide toward his uglier friend. The
errant hook slapped into the man’s head, point first, embedding itself in his grimy skull. The
thug’s eyes rolled back up into his head as he staggered backwards and fell, nothing but the
whites staring back at the young warrior who had dispatched him so easily into the afterlife.Dunk



stepped back to witness his handiwork. Both of his assailants lay dead at his feet, the blood from
the first one’s throat forming a rapidly spreading pool that lapped at the young warrior’s scuffed
boots. Neither even twitched.A round of applause burst out from the deck of the Sea Chariot.
Dunk looked back to see the crowd of people arrayed on the cutter baying their approval of his
lethal skills.‘You, young sir,’ Pegleg called out to Dunk, ‘are welcome to come aboard.’ He turned
to his first mate, a tall, buff sailor with chocolate-coloured skin. ‘Get us underway as soon as that
man, the halfling, and their mounts are aboard.’ With that, he entered his quarters and shut the
door behind him.Dunk glanced over at Slick, who gave him a big, grinning thumbs up.
‘Wonderful work, son!’ he said. ‘What a great way of displaying your considerable talents.
Sometimes a little showboating really pays off.’Dunk smiled weakly as he looked down at the two
corpses whose blood stained his boots. He’d never killed anyone before, he realised. All those
countless hours of training, of sparring with Lehrer, with Dirk, with anyone else he could find,
they’d all paid off. He just wasn’t sure he liked what they’d bought.The first mate welcomed Dunk
and Slick aboard as they led their mounts up the gangplank. ‘The name is Cavre,’ he said,
pronouncing it ‘carve’.‘Good to see you again, Fullbelly,’ he said to Slick, as he shook his hand.
The halfling’s hand disappeared inside Cavre’s massive grip. ‘Who’s your friend?’‘Permit me to
introduce Dunk Hoffnung,’ Slick said, ‘a talented young player with plenty of promise. One of the
best natural throwers I’ve ever seen.’‘That’s high praise,’ Cavre said as he shook Dunk’s hand.
Despite the man’s obvious age – he was greying at the temples and his hands and arms bore
many small scars – his hands were as soft and warm as a newborn’s belly.‘Not the Cavre,’ Dunk
said respectfully. The tall man laughed, and it was a sound that brought a smile to the lips of all
that heard it.‘I thought you didn’t follow the game,’ Slick said to Dunk.‘Even I’ve heard of one of
the greatest blitzers in the game.’Cavre blushed, his skin turning even darker. ‘You flatter me, Mr.
Hoffnung. I just move the ball down the field.’‘Which is more than most players can say,’ Slick
said.‘There’s no trick to it,’ Cavre said. ‘Just do what you’re supposed to do, and do it well.’Dunk
handed Pferd’s reins to a square-jawed man with short, dark hair and a black strip of a tattoo that
wrapped around his head and covered his eyes. A blond-haired man with a similar tattoo took
Kegger’s reins and they led the mounts into the ship’s hold.‘We don’t normally take animals on
board,’ Cavre explained, ‘but Mr. Fullbelly has a special arrangement with the captain.’Slick
grinned. ‘See, son, the sort of crowd you fall in with can colour your fate.’‘For good or bad,’ a
voice growled from behind Dunk.The young warrior turned to see a tall, broad man glowering at
him. He was about Dunk’s height, but broader across the shoulders. The sides of his head were
shaved, but he’d grown long what was left so that it pulled back from his widow’s peak to a long
warrior’s braid threaded through with bits of steel wire. He smiled, and Dunk saw that he’d filed
each of his teeth to a dangerous point. He seemed like a walking shark.‘The name’s Kur
Ritternacht,’ the man said as he tried to crush Dunk’s hand in a vicelike grip. The young warrior
gave back as good as he got, refusing to squirm in Kur’s gaze.‘Never heard of you,’ Dunk said.
‘But then I only know of the star players.’Kur released Dunk’s hand, and the young warrior
breathed a private sigh of relief. ‘Don’t worry, kid,’ he said. ‘I don’t play for the fans.’ His emphasis



on the last word left no doubt that he considered Dunk to be a member of this lowly class,
something unworthy of his attention. He turned his back on Dunk and walked away.‘Don’t let him
rattle you, son,’ Slick said, patting Dunk on the back of his leg. ‘He’s just worried for his
job.’‘How’s that?’ Dunk asked as he watched Kur shove sailors out of his way as he went to
recline in a hammock set up near the ship’s bow.‘He’s the Hackers’ starting thrower… for
now.’Dunk looked down at the halfling grinning up and him and felt a shiver run up his
spine.‘Don’t let him rattle you, Mr. Hoffnung,’ Cavre said.Dunk smiled at the man. ‘You can call
me Dunk, please.’Cavre smiled and shook his head. ‘Thanks, but no.’‘I’d feel more comfortable if
you did. Only my old teacher called me Mr. Hoffnung.’‘And why is that, do you think?’ Cavre
asked. He raised his eyebrows and waited for the answer.‘I took it as a sign of respect,’ Dunk
answered, just a bit confused.‘And did you father’s other employees call you Mr. Hoffnung?’Dunk
thought about that for a moment. ‘No, actually, none of them. They reserved that name for my
father.’‘Do you know why?’Dunk shook his head. He had a few ideas, but he somehow knew that
none of them would match up with what Cavre would tell him.‘First names are something to be
shared with your peers.’ Cavre smiled and then snapped a salute at Dunk before returning to his
duties on the ship.Dunk and Slick strolled over to the ship’s railing so they could watch the
towering buildings of Bordeleaux recede as they moved further down the river and towards the
sea. The midday sun shone down on them brightly, bouncing off their red tiled roofs and piercing
the smoke rising from the tall chimneys spotted throughout the town.‘Well, we’re here, son,’ the
halfling said. ‘That was the first part. Now all we have to do is complete the second.’After a long
moment, Dunk prompted Slick to continue. ‘Which is?’‘To make the team, of course. Once we
reach Magritta, Pegleg will set up a quick and dirty training camp and host try-outs. It’ll be up to
you to outshine the others. Those who do will find themselves filling out the Hackers’ roster. The
rest just get to go home.’Dunk turned around and leaned his back against the railing. He
scanned the people around him, many of them working the ship’s rigging or helping guide it
through this narrowest part of the navigable portion of the river as the Sea Chariot raced toward
the sea. Others sat by themselves or stood gazing back at the city they’d left. A few exercised in
ways that were designed more to impress the observer than condition the participant.‘How many
spots are there?’ Dunk asked.‘Now that’s thinking,’ Slick said, turning to follow Dunk’s gaze. ‘I
like to see that in my players.’‘How many?’‘Assuming there haven’t been any injuries or
desertions since I left Pegleg in Bad Bay, there were twelve active players on the team. That
leaves four spots to fill.’‘Who’s on the team already?’‘You already met Cavre and Kur. The two
men who took our mounts, those were the Waltheim brothers, Andreas and Otto. Otto’s a
catcher and Andreas is a blitzer. You see that woman over there?’Dunk followed Slick’s finger
over to where a tall, androgynous figure swung high in the ship’s rigging. The blond-haired
woman swung from rope to rope, working like a spider in its web, as if she was as at home there
as anywhere else in the world.‘That’s Gigia Mardretti, the other catcher. Her lover is the man in
the crow’s nest, Cristophe Baldurson, one of the linemen.’Dunk craned his neck back to see a
small, stocky man scouting out toward the horizon and shouting orders to the bridge below.‘The



man at the ship’s wheel, that’s Percival Smythe, a good bloke if a bit smug in his position. He’s
the other, other catcher.’Slick swung his attention back toward the lower part of the ship’s
rigging, where men worked the sails, unfurling them into the wind where they billowed taut and
tall. ‘That lot there are the rest of the linemen: Kai Albrecht, Lars Engelhard, Karsten Klemmer,
Henrik Karlmann. Kai and Lars have the dark hair, although Lars has thirty pounds on Kai.
Karsten has the dark blond hair, and Henrik’s the one with the white-blond locks.’It struck Dunk
as funny that Slick would refer to these men by the colour of their hair. They were uniformly the
toughest group of people he’d ever seen. He supposed, however, that the hair was what set
them apart from each other. They must have heard Slick mentioning their names, but they went
about their business like trained professionals. They had no time for a hopeful rookie and his pint-
sized agent.Dunk counted up the names quickly, then glanced at Slick. ‘That’s only eleven,’ he
said to the halfling. ‘You said there were twelve.’Almost as if prompted, the hatch through which
Dunk and Slick’s mounts had been taken into the hold flung open, and a large humanoid
creature stalked out. He stood somewhere over eight feet tall and had to have weighed in at
nearly four hundred pounds. Great tusks jutted out from his lower jaw, lending a hungry look to
the already monstrous face lurking below his bald and polished pate. Despite his size, his dark
eyes seemed beady, set deep into his craggy face above a broken nose that featured a golden
ring large enough to serve a bracelet for Dunk.Someone in the bow of the ship screamed. A low
rumble escaped the ogre’s chest, and it took Dunk a moment to recognise it as laughter.‘Dunk
Hoffnung,’ Slick said out of the side of his mouth, never taking his eyes from the massive
creature approaching them, ‘meet M’Grash K’Thragsh.’CHAPTER SEVENDunk’s breath caught
in his chest. The ogre before him seemed like something out of a child’s nightmare, so large and
impossibly ugly that he could only have been excavated from the darkest fears buried in that
child’s mind. Its breath smelled like it had been chewing on rotting meat and gargling sour goat’s
milk.Strangely, it was smiling.Stunned, Dunk’s first inclination was to reach once again for his
non-existent sword. Instead, he stuck out his hand and said, ‘Well met, M’Grash.’The ogre
looked down at Dunk’s hand, and thunder rumbled in his chest. He reached and took hold of the
young warrior’s hand with surprising gentleness. Though when he shook it, Dunk feared his arm
might separate at the elbow.‘Name?’ M’Grash said.Dunk couldn’t tell if the ogre was greeting
him or threatening him. He had no social points of reference for this kind of meeting. In a flash,
he decided to remain friendly and calm. Any other route, including leaping over the ship’s
railing – which he considered for a moment – seemed sure to end in a terribly painful demise.‘I
am Dunkel Hoffnung, from Altdorf, the capital city of the Empire.’A thick smile spread across the
ogre’s face. M’Grash’s mouth was wide enough that Dunk was sure he could stuff his whole
head into it. He hoped that no similar idea was passing through the ogre’s mind at the
moment.‘Dunkel,’ M’Grash said, the name rolling around on his tongue like a side of beef,
sounding suddenly all too small in that massive mouth.‘My friends call me Dunk,’ the young
warrior said, realizing then that M’Grash still held his hand in its massive mitt. He carefully
extricated it from a grip he was sure could crush his comparatively tiny bones.‘Dunkel,’ M’Grash



repeated. ‘You are Dunkel.’‘Um, yes,’ Dunk said. ‘That’s fine. Call me what you like. I’d like to be
your friend.’A gurgling noise erupted from next to Dunk, and he looked down to see Slick looking
as if he’d choked on his favourite kind of candy. The wide-eyed halfling gazed up at him and
shook his head back and forth as he whispered, ‘Oh, no, no, no, no, no.’Before Dunk could ask
what Slick was warning him against, he heard M’Grash rumble in childlike delight, ‘Friend?’Dunk
snapped his head back around to look into the ogre’s gleeful eyes. The young warrior knew only
one thing at that moment; that he should do whatever he could to avoid disappointing M’Grash.
Tentatively, carefully, he nodded, bracing himself for whatever might happen next.‘Friend!’
M’Grash howled at the top of his capacious lungs. ‘Friend!’The ogre gathered up Dunk in his
arms and gave him the bear hug of his life. The air rushed out of his lungs, and for a moment
Dunk flashed back to an incident in the play yard of his family keep when his entire class had
piled upon him during playtime. Crushed beneath so many bodies, he had wondered if he would
ever be able to breathe again.This was worse.It only lasted for a moment more before M’Grash
let go. ‘Friend!’ he roared again. This time, he tossed Dunk into the air and caught him in his
outstretched arms. ‘My friend!’When M’Grash brought Dunk back within arm’s reach, the young
warrior grabbed on to the creature and embraced his massive neck with all his might. ‘That’s
right!’ he said. ‘I’m your friend for life!’‘For life!’ M’Grash said, returning the hug, much to Dunk’s
despair. As the air rushed from his lungs again, he thought to himself, at least I’m not being
tossed in the air.An instant later, Dunk found himself standing on the ship’s deck again, right
before the massive creature. Without moving his hands, he mentally checked through his body,
searching for any broken bones or otherwise permanent damage. Other than a few possible
bruises, he thought he’d live.‘My friend Dunkel!’ The ogre’s grin was terrifying. Dunk was afraid
he’d made the creature so happy he’d keel over dead right there.‘Mr. K’Thragsh!’ Cavre’s voice
rang out from the bridge. ‘That will be enough.’It was if a storm cloud had opened up over the
ogre’s head. As Dunk looked up at the creature, it seemed almost possible that he was large
enough to demand his own weather. M’Grash’s face fell, and his bottom lip shot out in a pout that
looked like it could have beaten Dunk senseless.‘About your duties, please, Mr. K’Thragsh,’
Cavre said. ‘I’m pleased you’ve made a new friend, but we depend on your abilities to get us to
sea.’M’Grash’s lip pulled at least halfway back in, and his eyes brightened. ‘Bye, friend!’ he said
to Dunk before turning away and stomping up toward the bridge.‘By my grandmother’s best
buttered biscuits,’ Slick said, ‘I thought you’d made your last friend ever for a moment there.’ He
scanned Dunk over, checking for injuries. ‘You need to be more careful with ogres.’Dunk nodded,
still stunned by the encounter. ‘Who was that?’ he said, his voice distant, as if just waking from a
dream.’‘M’Grash is the Hackers’ best blitzer. Pegleg found him in the forests around
Middenheim. He lived with a family of loggers there who’d taken him in as an infant. Apparently
the locals killed his family but couldn’t bear to put the sword to a newborn.’‘But he’s an ogre,’
Dunk said quietly, almost ashamed of the words as they left his mouth. ‘I mean, don’t ogres
normally eat people?’Slick nodded. ‘Most do, but M’Grash’s upbringing changed that. He eats a
lot, but humans, elves, halflings, and the like are not on the menu.’Dunk shook his head to clear



the cobwebs. It was as if his mind had left him during his meeting with M’Grash, keeping him
from screaming out loud in absolute terror. Now it came smashing back into his brain.‘Is he
dangerous?’‘Very,’ Slick said. ‘But he treasures his friends. Congratulations for making it on to
that tiny list.’‘Really?’ Dunk said, slumping against the ship’s rail as the cutter found its way to
deeper water. Its sails snapped briskly as it the wind pulled it to the west and the open sea
beyond. ‘He seemed friendly enough to have an army on his side.’Slick smirked. ‘Most folks don’t
respond so well to an ogre’s greeting, son.’Dunk breathed in big gulps of the salt-tinged air. He’d
never been on the ocean before, and never on a sailing ship so large. The barges that crawled
up and down the Talabec and the Stir as they met at Altdorf to form the mighty Reik might have
been larger, but they couldn’t rely on something as capricious as the wind to move them toward
their goals. The whole day seemed painted with a thick coat of the surreal, and he feared life
would only get stranger as the days rolled on.‘Who are those others at the bow?’ Dunk asked,
hoping to take his mind off what had just happened.Slick looked over at the three men sitting
together at the bow of the ship, almost in the shadow of Kur’s hammock, as if he were an altar at
which they worshipped. They wore their dark hair wild and greasy, and they seemed to be
missing most of their teeth. They chatted with each other furtively, their eyes darting about the
rest of the ship. The largest of them, a bear of a man who now seemed tiny compared to
M’Grash – Dunk hoped the rest of the Blood Bowl league wasn’t filled with creatures like that –
glared over at Dunk and flashed him a sneer filled with golden teeth.‘Those are the other
hopefuls, I suspect,’ said Slick. ‘Once we get to Magritta, Pegleg will hold team tryouts.
Bloodweiser Beer is sponsoring the event, so they’ll have plenty more give it a try once we get
there. I’d guess that lot signed on back in Bordeleaux.’‘What makes you say that?’ Dunk asked,
still just a bit fuzzy headed.‘For one, they’re Bretonnian for sure. Just listen to those mealy-
mouthed accents. More importantly, though, do they remind you of anyone?’Dunk stared at the
men for a moment. The gold-toothed one spat back in his direction. Then it dawned on Dunk, as
cold as a wintry dip in the Reik. ‘Do all the dockworkers in Bordeleaux look so much alike?’ he
asked, not sure what the best answer would be.‘Only when they’re brothers or cousins.’ Slick
shook his head. ‘Blood Bowl is a deadly game, on the pitch and off. Those ruthless buggers we
met on the dock didn’t attack us at random. They wanted to thin out the competition for their
friends here.’‘But won’t there be a lot more hopefuls in Magritta?’‘I said they were ruthless, son,
not smart.’Dunk lay his head back against the railing and looked up at the open, blue sky. ‘What
have you gotten me in to, Slick?’ he asked.‘Just settle back,’ the halfling said. ‘We have a long
trip still ahead of us.’Dunk awoke that night with a knife against his neck and a garlic-coated
voice hissing in his ear. He knew who it was, at least within a group of three people, before he
heard the words. ‘You killed my brother, and now you’re going to die.’Most of the Hackers had
gone below decks after sunset. Their berths were down there, as was the galley. Cavre had
brought Dunk and Slick a bowl of passable stew each and handed out the same to the trio at the
ship’s bow. ‘Recruits sleep on deck, Mr. Hoffnung,’ he’d said. ‘When you make the team, you’ll
find yourself below.’‘When?’Cavre had just smiled and then disappeared through the hatch



again.‘The agents sleep up here too?’ Dunk had asked Slick.The halfling had looked up from his
bowl of stew, already over half in his belly. ‘You see any other agents around here, son?’Dunk
had made a show of looking around, but he had known the answer. ‘Nope.’‘Blood Bowl teams
don’t care much for agents. We’re more what they like to call a “necessary evil”. We bring them
the best talent, but we also make sure they pay the best rates for it.’‘So you’re sleeping up
here?’Slick grinned as he finished up his stew and set his bowl aside. ‘I wouldn’t trust my neck
down there.’Now it was Dunk’s neck on the line. Without thinking, he brought up his hand to grab
at his attacker’s knife arm. The assassin pulled back and brought his knife down at Dunk’s chest
instead, intending to plunge his blade deep into the young warrior’s heart.The point of the blade
glanced off the breastplate under Dunk’s shirt.You think I should take it off, Dunk had asked
Slick. We’re on a boat after all.Not tonight, son, Slick had said as he laid his head down on the
deck and closed his eyes. Better to get the lay of the land before you let down your guard.
Besides, if you get tossed overboard in the middle of the sea, you’d be better off getting dragged
to the bottom before the sharks got you.Slick had snickered at that, making Dunk think the
halfling had intended it as a joke. However, when he thought of Pegleg, it didn’t seem all that
funny.Dunk slid from under his attacker and let out a yell for help. He couldn’t see much in the
darkness. The ship sailed along under a sliver of a moon, the pilot able to pick out the coastline
several miles to port, but Cavre had said the captain didn’t like to attract attention at night. That
sort of thing could be fatal out here, so they ran without lights instead.The lookout in the crow’s
nest heard Dunk’s cry and opened his hooded lantern, shining it down on the deck below,
catching the young warrior in the light.Dunk glanced back, and his assailant – one of the recruits
from the bow of the ship – tackled him. Dunk slammed back an elbow and felt it smash into the
man’s cheek, the bone cracking from the force.Still in the man’s grip, Dunk wrenched himself
about and found the man about to drive the knife down at him again. This time the attacker
aimed for Dunk’s eyes with a two-fisted stab straight down.Dunk reached up with both hands
and caught his attacker by the wrists, stopping the point of the knife bare inches from his hose.
The man grunted with fury and strained to bring the knife down further. He was strong, maybe
stronger than Dunk, and in his position he could bring all his weight to bear. Slowly, inexorably,
the point of the knife drove lower and lower, glinting in the lookout’s lamplight, as well as that of a
beam piercing the night from the cutter’s bridge.Dunk pressed up against his attacker’s arms
with all his might. He tried to wriggle left and right, but the assailant held him fast with his legs.
There was nowhere to go.Dunk howled in frustration. Then suddenly the attacker was gone,
hauled up into the night. The lights followed the man, and Dunk saw him thrashing about as he
dangled precariously in M’Grash’s grip.The ogre held the panicked man at arm’s length and
roared at him. ‘Don’t hurt my friend!’The terrified assassin brought his knife around to stab it into
M’Grash’s neck. The ogre didn’t see the attack coming, and Dunk feared the killer might fell even
the massive creature with a well-placed blow.‘Get rid of him, M’Grash!’ he shouted.The ogre
swept his arm out and back, then hurled the assassin into the black waters beyond the ship’s
rail. He screamed the entire way as he arced through the night air until crashing through the



waves into the deep below.The attacker’s two friends dashed forward from their spot at the bow,
their rapiers drawn, and thirsty for the ogre’s blood. Although he knew it was foolhardy, Dunk
pulled out his hunting knife and stood with M’Grash, ready to take on the duo if they pressed the
issue.The gold-toothed man lashed out, but Dunk leaned back, just out of reach, and the
sharpened blade whizzed bloodlessly by. ‘That’s three lives you owe me now,’ the man hissed in
his Bretonnian accent.‘What in Nuffle’s name is going on?’ a voice shouted from behind Dunk.
He glanced over his shoulder to see Cavre storming towards him and the others, four of the
team’s linemen behind him, each bearing a long knife. ‘Stand down!’ he said. ‘All of you!’M’Grash
fell to his knees instantly. Even in this position, he looked down at everyone else on the ship.The
two attackers immediately started in with their lies. ‘This man threatened us, and when Patric
tried to defend himself, he had his pet ogre here throw him overboard!’Off in the distance,
somewhere in the water behind the ship, Dunk could hear a voice calling out for help. It was
barely loud enough to hear already, but he knew the man was shouting as loudly as his lungs
would let him. He started to say something, but Cavre cut him off.‘Shut your mouths, all of you!’
The blitzer turned to the ogre. ‘Is that what happened?’M’Grash shook his head so violently that
Dunk feared his eyes might fly from their sockets. ‘Dunk in trouble. I help.’‘Their friend tried to
knife me in the night. He could have killed me if M’Grash hadn’t stopped him. When he tried to
stab M’Grash too, he threw the man overboard.’Cavre shaded his eyes against the light and
looked up at the crow’s nest. ‘Is that how it happened?’A voice Dunk recognised as Kai’s called
down. ‘Who would you trust?’ Cavre opened his mouth to respond, but Kai cut him off.
‘M’Grash’s pal there has it right, as far as I saw.’Cavre glared at the gold-toothed man and his
companion. ‘Mr. Jacques Broussard and Mr. Luc Broussard, is it?’ he said. The men nodded
sullenly. ‘Surrender your blades, all of them. There will be no killing here. You save that for the
field.’The men hesitated for a moment, then complied. The first only had his sword and a knife.
Luc, the one with the golden teeth, removed three other blades secreted about his body and
handed them to Cavre. The blitzer weighed them in his wide, soft hands for a moment, then
threw them overboard.Jacques began to protest but Cavre cut him short. ‘You’re lucky that’s not
you, Mr. Broussard. Now shut up and go back to where you were. If there’s another disturbance,
I’ll have you thrown to the bottom of Manann’s watery kingdom, and you can search for your lost
weapons there.’The two men slunk back towards the bow of the ship without another word. The
looks they shot back at Dunk felt like they might set his clothes afire. When Slick slapped him on
the back of his thigh, he nearly jumped from his skin.‘That pair won’t be giving you any more
trouble for the rest of the trip, son,’ the halfling said. ‘Just leave them a wide berth.’Dunk turned to
Cavre and shook the man’s hand. ‘Thank you, sir, for seeing through their lies.’The blitzer
grimaced. ‘I wasn’t doing you any favours, Mr. Hoffnung. There may be some rivalry between
those who wish to join the Hackers, but I won’t permit that to spill blood on this trip. Once we get
to shore, though, you’re on your own.’Dunk nodded. ‘I understand.’ He hesitated a moment
before continuing. ‘Can I ask you one more question?’‘Go ahead, Mr. Hoffnung.’‘What about the
man overboard?’ Dunk pointed back behind the ship, from where he could still just barely hear



his attacker’s forlorn cries.Cavre’s face turned even more serious now. ‘For what he did, Mr.
Hoffnung, I’d have had him thrown overboard. M’Grash here just saved me the trouble.’With that,
Cavre turned and led the linemen with him back down the hatch.CHAPTER EIGHTFive days
later, the ship pulled into the wide and sheltered Bay of Quietude, around which sprawled
Magritta, perhaps the busiest port city in all of the Old World and certainly the busiest Dunk had
ever seen. Dunk and Slick stood at the port rail as the ship slipped into the harbour and found
itself a mooring at the pier. By now, the sun was high enough to splash the city with
sunlight.Guards in each of the two fortresses capping the twin horns of the bay waved down at
the Sea Chariot as it found its way to the sheltered waters. They bellowed at the sight of the
Hackers’ banner, some of them starting in with a rousing chorus of ‘Here we go, here we go,
here we go!’With the Spike! Magazine tournament about to begin, it seemed that Blood Bowl
fever had infected the entire town. Dunk was just glad to get a friendly response from the
watchers in the towers. The catapults and trebuchets trained toward the bay made it clear that
unwelcome guests would not enter so easily.Other than Bordeleaux, Dunk had never been in a
seaport before, and Magritta was as different from the Bretonnian town as Altdorf itself. The salty
waters of the bay lapped right up against the docks that lined the edges of the city. From that
buttressed border of wood and stone, the streets wound their way up into the hills that
overlooked the water until they terminated in a tall stone wall that lined the natural ridge
encompassing the bay.‘Is it safe for us to be here?’ asked Dunk, suspicious of every new town
after his reception in the previous two.‘Very,’ Cavre said over Dunk’s shoulder. ‘With Spike!
Magazine holding its tournament here, there won’t be any trouble. No one would dare, it’s worth
too much to them and losing the tournament would half cripple this place.’‘It’s all about the
crowns,’ Slick said, a faraway look in his eyes. Dunk imagined he could see the reflections of
those gold coins spinning in the halfling’s pupils. ‘The tournaments bring a huge number of
visitors to the region with coins to toss around like confetti. Plus, there are the sponsors:
Bloodweiser and the like. Not to mention the Cabalvision rights. I hear the new Wolf Network –
you know, Ruprect Murdark’s group – won the rights this year to bring their camras to the
field.’‘Camras?’ Dunk had avoided most exposure to Blood Bowl throughout his life. Given his
brother’s passion for the game, it hadn’t been easy, but he’d managed it.‘Enchanted boxes with a
spirit trapped inside of them. The box is formed so the spirit has to look out through the glass
lens on the front of it at all times. Back when there was an NAF–’‘A what?’‘The Nuffle Amorica
Football league? The original league founded by Commissioner Roze-El back in 2409?’‘That’s a
hundred and fifty years ago, a bit before my time.’‘It didn’t dissolve until 2489.’‘Still.’ Dunk waved
his hands at himself.‘Wait.’ Slick narrowed his eyes at the young man. ‘Just how old are you? I
can never tell with humans. Never mind! Don’t answer that. I’m sure I don’t want to know. It’ll just
make me feel older than I want to be. Where was I?’‘Crowns. Camras. The NAF.’Slick brightened.
‘Right! The various broadcasting companies hire wizards to use the Cabalvision spell to
broadcast whatever the spirits in the camras see. Some people pay to have these appear
directly in their minds. Others prefer to watch them in their crystal balls. Some of the best pubs



have dozens of them, some larger than a wagon wheel, showing all the games played around
the Old World at once.’‘My family had one of those. I never knew how it worked.’‘Other people
use their Daemonic Vision Renderers to keep the broadcasts around so they can play them
back later. These have the games broadcast into the head of an entrapped daemon, which is
ensorcelled into having to play back the games it’s seen at the owner’s request. Of course, most
daemons have tiny brains, so they can only remember so many different games at once.’‘You’re
kidding,’ Dunk said.‘Pegleg’s got one in his cabin. That’s why he never comes out during the
whole trip. He locks himself in there to study the games – both ours and those of our likely
opponents – picking out their weaknesses and protecting our own.’Dunk shook his head.
‘Amazing. All this over some game.’Cavre spoke up as the ship slipped into its slot in the docks.
‘It’s not just some game, Mr. Hoffnung. It’s the greatest game ever.’Slick woke up Dunk at the
crack of dawn the next morning. The Hackers had been the first Blood Bowl team to arrive in
town, even though the games were due to start in only two days.‘Travelling to these games is
expensive,’ Slick explained as Dunk ate his breakfast and got ready for practice. ‘Most teams like
to cut their trips as short as possible. No other Blood Bowl games are played in the region the
week before the tournament. Everyone wants to be healthy for their shot at one of the four big
cups.’‘There are four of these things?’‘There are lots of these things, if by “things” you mean
‘tournaments.’ There’s probably a Blood Bowl game going on somewhere on any given day of
the year, and there are tournaments every month. The big four – the Majors – those each only
happen once a year.‘Your timing couldn’t be better, son, for starting out a career. The Spike!
Magazine tournament is the first of the Majors. From there, it’s the Dungeon-bowl, a series of
games played in underground stadiums, but you need to be sponsored by one of the Schools of
Magic to enter that, so the Hackers won’t be in that this year. After that is the Chaos Cup, which
is just as crazy as it sounds. It all culminates in the Blood Bowl, the greatest tournament capped
by the greatest championship game of the year.’‘I thought the game was called Blood
Bowl.’‘Technically, it’s Nuffle Amorica Football, or just Nuffle, but most people just call it after the
most important match. ‘Blood Bowl’ just has a much better ring to it than NAF, don’t you
think?’Dunk just shook his head. ‘All those games, all the blood. How does anyone survive a full
season?’‘Son,’ Slick said, patting Dunk on the back. ‘You’d better just concentrate on surviving
the tryouts.’The Hackers had set up camp in an open area on the western shore of the bay. The
tents stood on the dry part of the beach, and the gentle lapping of the waves lulled the team to
sleep at night.During the day, the team and its coaching staff assembled on a level grassy field
between the beach and the great wall that ran between the city proper and the westernmost of
the two fortresses that guarded the entrance to the bay. A score of hopefuls showed up for the
try-outs on the first day, lured by the chance to play in one of the Majors, even for a relatively new
team like the Hackers.Slick informed Dunk that the current odds against the Hackers winning the
tournament were 40 to 1 against.‘How many teams are entered?’ Dunk asked‘It varies from year
to year. It’s somewhere in the hundreds.’Dunk’s jaw dropped.‘Son,’ Slick said, ‘the Majors are big.
Humongous. Wait until you wander into town and see the tens of thousands of fans there. How



do you think the teams can afford to pay the players so much gold?’Dunk shook his head. ‘How
do they whittle so many teams down? Do some of them not have to play in the first
round?’‘Sometimes I forget how little you know about the game,’ Slick laughed. ‘The first round
doesn’t have any eliminations. The teams play as many games as they like against as many
opponents as they like, although you can only play the same team once. If you win, you get a
point.‘At the end of the first week, the teams with the top four number of points scored enter the
semi-finals. The winners of those games face off in the finals, and the winner of that game is the
champion. The runner-up gets 100,000 crowns, and the team that wins first place gets 200,000
crowns and the Spike! Magazine trophy; a mithril spike held in the fist of a gilded gauntlet.’Dunk
whistled. ‘Do the players see any of that?’Slick raised an eyebrow at the young warrior. ‘Is that a
hero’s first concern?’‘Isn’t it a Blood Bowl player’s?’‘Right you are, son!’ the halfling said,
slapping Dunk on the back and then looking him in the face. ‘Ah, I’ve never been prouder.’Dunk
almost thought he saw a tear start to form in Slick’s eye, but the half-ling started talking again,
breaking the sentimental mood. ‘Some players get bonuses if their team wins a big tournament.
It depends on the team and the deal that the player strikes with the team.’The halfling’s grin set
Dunk’s teeth on edge, as Slick hooked his thumbs into his ever-straining braces and said, ‘That’s
where I come in.’Dunk stood up. Having come from wealth and been sheltered by it, the topic
always made him uncomfortable. He knew that he needed to make a fortune somehow to help
restore his family’s name and to make up for the horrible mistake he’d made to trigger his
family’s fall in the first place. He was going to have to get over his embarrassment at talk of
money for this to work at all. While he didn’t always like Slick, he was thankful that he’d found
him. The halfling would give him just the kind of help he needed – or so he hoped.‘Right!’ Slick
said. ‘It’s time to report in for practice. You’re going to have to look sharp. I did a bit of scouting
around last night, and there’s a lot more competition for those spots than we saw on the Sea
Chariot.’The two emerged from the shelter of their tent and trotted over to the practice field.
Along the way, Dunk stopped to check on Pferd. The stallion had survived the ocean voyage
well, but Dunk could tell he was anxious to stretch his legs. He’d have to take him for a ride
later.‘How many?’ Dunk asked.‘At least two score,’ Slick answered, his tone flat and business-
like.Dunk nearly tripped over his own feet. ‘More than forty?’ he grimaced. ‘Vying for how many
spots?’‘There are four open slots.’Dunk ran his hand through his hair. ‘I didn’t think there would
be so many.’‘Don’t worry about it, son,’ Slick said. ‘It doesn’t matter if there are four or four
hundred. You’ve got the talent to be the best.’‘But I don’t have the first clue about what I’m
doing.’‘Again,’ Slick said with that grin that made Dunk shudder, ‘that’s where I come in. Stop for
a moment, and I’ll tell you what you need to know.’Dunk nodded. ‘We don’t have much time.’‘It’s
all right,’ Slick said, flipping a hand at Dunk. ‘I won’t get into things like throwing team-mates or
avoiding chainsaws or Dwarf Death-Rollers. I’ll just cover the basics.‘Blood Bowl is played on a
field or “pitch” a hundred paces long by sixty wide. At each end of the pitch, there’s an “end
zone”. The idea of the game is to take the football and get it into your opponent’s end zone by
any means available, and score a touchdown.‘Each game starts with a coin toss. The winner



chooses to kick off the ball or receive. If the ball goes out of bounds, the fans just throw it back
in, and the game keeps going. It only stops for a touchdown. Then the team that scored kicks off
to the other team, and it all starts over again.‘There are two thirty-minute halves with a twenty-
minute break between. When the clock runs out, the team with the most touchdowns wins the
game.’Dunk listened intently throughout. ‘That doesn’t sound so hard to follow.’‘It’s not,’ Slick
said. ‘That’s what makes it so popular. Even goblins can manage it. There’s all sorts of fun stuff
I’m leaving out, of course, like how to best cheat and how to bribe the referees but we’ll have
plenty of time to get to that once you make the team. The only real rule you need to remember is
this: no weapons allowed.’Dunk cocked his head at the halfling. ‘I thought you said something
about chainsaws and Dwarf Death-Rollers.’Slick nodded. ‘All that and more. I said they’re against
the rules. I didn’t say you wouldn’t see them.‘Blood Bowl is, at its core, an abstraction of the
battles and wars that rage across these lands every day. As the saying goes, “all’s fair in
war”.’‘That’s “love and war,” I think,’ Dunk said.‘You don’t say?’ Slick said, seemingly genuinely
surprised. ‘I can’t say I know much about love, son, but I’ll teach you everything I can about this
kind of war.’CHAPTER NINEAs Dunk and Slick finally topped the rise from the beach to the level
area that served as the Hackers’ practice field, they saw nearly fifty hopefuls lined up along the
edge of the field, waiting for Pegleg to speak to them. Slick slapped Dunk on the leg and the
young warrior raced over and fell into line.Dunk gazed along the line to check out the
competition. There were humans from all walks of life and many lands around the Old World and
beyond. Magritta was the crossroads of this part of the globe, and it showed in the faces of these
people. There were blond-haired, axe-bearing warriors from Norsca, who wore their locks in
long, complex braids under their horned helmets; olive-skinned dandies in turbans and colourful
robes from Araby; even more exotic people with straight, black hair under wide, conical hats
from far-off Cathay; nearly black-skinned hopefuls from the distant South Lands; and many more
souls from Estalia, Tilea, Bretonnia, Kislev, and even Dunk’s own home: the Empire.Dunk
noticed that all of the hopefuls were humans, not an elf, dwarf, or halfling among them, much
less a goblin or an orc. In fact, of the Hackers’ current players, there was only one nonhuman
face among them: M’Grash. Dunk wondered how an exception to the (perhaps unspoken) rule
had been made for the ogre, although he could certainly see how such a creature would be a
tremendous asset to any team. Most of them were men, of course, although a few women stood
out in the group, clearly ready to grind into the dirt any man who might question their
abilities.Before Dunk could think more about this, Cavre stepped up before the line and called
the hopefuls to attention.‘Pardon me, kind ladies and sirs!’ the dark-skinned man shouted. The
chatter in the line fell silent. ‘My name is Rhett Cavre. I’m not only the assistant coach here but
also the starting blitzer, unless one of you thinks you’re good enough to take my job.’Nervous
laughter rippled through the line at that.‘Welcome to the Hackers’ boot camp, and good luck. I
hope to get to know you over the next two days and maybe even play with the best of you in the
tournament. As we run you through our drills and test your skills and abilities, I want you to
remember the one rule we enforce above all others with the Hackers: always listen to your



coach!’Cavre turned to the side, sweeping his arms wide toward Pegleg. ‘With that in mind, allow
me to introduce the coach of the Bad Bay Hackers: Captain Pegleg Haken.’Pegleg, still dressed
in his captain’s uniform, limped his way towards the line, step-tap, step-tap, step-tap. When he
reached Cavre, he took off his sword belt and scabbarded cutlass and handed them to the star
blitzer. Then, still without saying a word, he glared up and down the line, scanning the motley
faces he found there. Then he drew a deep breath and spoke.‘I’ve never seen such a sorry lot of
losers!’ Pegleg growled with the voice of a drill sergeant and the attitude of a daemon. ‘You
stupid sods came here because you want a chance to risk your lives for a bit of glory and gold.
You are idiots! Blood Bowl is a hard game for hard people. If you want to earn some money by
fighting, try something safer… like joining your local army! At least they feed you for free
there!’Pegleg bowed his head and shook it, his black curls bouncing beneath his bright-yellow
tricorn hat. ‘The life expectancy of the average Blood Bowl player is measured not in seasons,
but games. I’m sure that some of you have families back home that care about you, friends that
wouldn’t mind seeing you again while you’re still breathing, maybe even a lover that hopes to
hold you in her arms again.’He looked up from under the brim of his hat. ‘The best advice I can
give you is to leave. Now.’A pair of brothers from Tilea, standing next to Dunk, looked at each
other and started to weep. As one, they broke from the line and raced for the beach and the
safety of the streets of Magritta beyond. Five others calved off from the line and chased after the
others. One of the dandies from Araby joined them, wailing the entire way.Pegleg glared at the
remaining hopefuls until the cries of the cowards faded into the distance. ‘Anyone else?’ he
said.Dunk felt his foot start to step forward, but he pressed it down into the soft earth instead. He
hadn’t come all this way to give up now. Blood Bowl couldn’t be any more dangerous than
fighting dragons. Or a chimera. Could it?‘Now that those weak-livered pansies are gone, we can
get down to business,’ Pegleg growled as he paced back and forth along the line of hopefuls.
Step-tap, step-tap, step-tap. He waved his hook as he spoke, often coming within bare inches of
a hopeful’s face. No one dared to flinch.‘Give me fifty laps around the pitch!’ Pegleg roared.
‘Now!’By the end of the first day of the two-day boot camp, Dunk wished he was dead. He was
sure that it would hurt less. When he sat down in his tent that night, every inch of him seemed to
be sore and bruised.‘You think this is bad,’ Slick said. ‘Wait until you wake up tomorrow.’The first
day had been all about testing the hopefuls’ raw abilities, as well as their limits. Pegleg and
Cavre had run them through drill after drill: races, obstacle courses, tackling, throwing, catching,
and more.It was clear that Dunk would never be the blitzer Cavre was. He didn’t have a head for
tackling, and nearly half of the others were able to outrace him in a dead sprint. Perhaps he’d be
best as a lineman or a catcher, although Slick was pushing him to try for thrower.‘Blitzers are
often the team captains and the top-paid players,’ the halfling said, ‘but sadly that’s not where
your talents lie. Throwers are the next best.’‘Won’t I just end up playing behind Kur?’ Dunk asked.
‘I don’t think he’s going anywhere soon.’‘Even the toughest players get hurt sometimes. It’s
inevitable. That’s why they have backups. Sooner or later, those players get their chance on the
pitch, often in the most important parts of the game.‘Besides, if you shoot for thrower and fall



short, Pegleg can always make you a lineman instead. Aim high, son.’‘You think I can make
thrower?’ Dunk tried to keep the need out of his voice, but feared the halfling could hear it.Slick
patted the young warrior on the back. ‘I could feed you a line of lies, son, but you’d see right
through that. I’ll be honest with you: I don’t know. You have all the raw talent you need, but your
lack of Blood Bowl skills could haunt you.’Dunk knew what Slick meant. He’d been trained with
the sword, the knife, the bow, the spear, to be a warrior, not a Blood Bowl player. While the skills
needed for both overlapped, they weren’t identical.‘Still,’ the halfling said softly, ‘I’ve never seen
someone with an arm like yours. The way you brought down that chimera? Simply stunning.’‘It
was a lucky shot,’ Dunk said as he lay back on his cot.‘Then be as lucky as you can,’ Slick said
as sleep reached out and surrounded him like a dozen linemen and beat him
unconscious.‘Awake, you rotters!’ Pegleg’s voice shouted, waking Dunk from his dreams,
seemingly only a moment after he lay down his head. ‘Awake! The last of you buggers out of his
tent gets cut right now!’Dunk rolled out of his cot and stumbled out of the tent, still in the same
clothes he’d been wearing yesterday. He’d been too tired to change into a nightshirt. He ran a
hand over his face and another through his hair as he raced to the impromptu line forming in
front of Cavre as Pegleg stormed through the camp, hollering at the top of his capacious lungs.A
dozen others joined Dunk immediately, and another few trickled in soon after, moving slowly and
groaning from having to stretch their tortured muscles with such little notice.Dunk’s whole body
was sore from his head to his toes, but it wasn’t as bad as he’d feared. Back home, Lehrer’s
training program had kept him in decent shape, and the long journey to Magritta hadn’t afforded
him much opportunity to grow soft. Still, he’d worked himself as hard as he ever had yesterday,
and he felt it.After a full pass through the camp, Pegleg limped over to stand next to Cavre and
survey the line. Of the forty or so hopefuls that had stuck around through the training yesterday,
only twenty stood in the line now.‘Mr. Cavre,’ Pegleg snarled. ‘I told you this was a sorry lot.’‘I
didn’t disagree with you, captain.’‘Where are the rest of them?’‘I’ll check, captain.’‘No.’ Pegleg
held Cavre back with his gleaming hook. ‘I’ll rouse them myself.’The pirate-coach stalked
through the camp, peering into the tents. Those nearest to the line were all empty, their former
occupants staring back at Pegleg from the line. Dunk’s tent was further back, closer to the
sea.Pegleg came to a tent and stopped. ‘Wu Chen!’ he shouted. ‘This isn’t a brothel in Cathay!
Get out here.’As the silence from the tent grew longer, Pegleg’s face grew redder. With a horrible
snarl, the pirate raised his hook high and brought it down, ripping through the fabric of the tent. ‘I
said get out here!’ he raged. ‘You worthless–’Pegleg cut himself short as his hook tangled in the
cloth. He tugged at it, trying to free his arm, but he only wound himself in further. With a mighty,
two-handed wrench, the stakes holding down the tent gave, and Pegleg cascaded backward,
the whole of the tent coming with him, entangling him in its cloth and its lines.‘Mr. Cavre!’ Pegleg
shouted as he fell backward, wrapped in the remains of the tent tighter than any mummy. The
players, whose half of the camp lay on the other side of the bonfire in the middle of the camp,
started to laugh as their leader’s tent-packaged body began to roll toward the sea.‘Mr. Cavre!’
Pegleg shrieked as he heard the lapping of the waves and realised the extent of his plight.The



blitzer was already on his way. ‘Mr. K’Thragsh!’ he shouted as he sprinted toward the captain. ‘A
hand if you will!’The ogre burst out of the pack of players and dashed toward Pegleg as he rolled
toward the waters of the bay, screaming, ‘Mr. Cavre!’The captain’s struggles only made his
situation worse. If he’d have stayed still, he probably wouldn’t have continued to roll down the
gentle slope toward the sea. As it was, he fought and clawed away with his hook like a cornered
wildcat. At one point, he managed to tear the fabric from in front of his face. The sight of the
approaching water snatched a horrifying scream from his chest, which was cut off when he
rolled over on his face again.Despite M’Grash’s long-legged stride, Cavre reached the captain
first and stopped him from rolling further. He stopped the man just before the high-tide mark,
much to the captain’s delight. However, before Pegleg could offer his thanks, M’Grash picked
him up and dangled him from the end of his outstretched limb like a prize fish he’d just managed
to haul to shore.‘Get me away from the water!’ Pegleg bellowed. The ogre nearly dropped him in
shock, but the creature managed to recover himself and carried the captain back toward the
bonfire pit, still held in front of him like a newsworthy catch.Before M’Grash got too far, Pegleg’s
struggles bore fruit. The tent-trap he found himself in finally gave way entirely, and he plummeted
from the ogre’s grasp, crashing to the ground. M’Grash blushed red as he stared at the ragged
remnants of the tent, still hanging in his hand.The players burst out in howls of laughter, which
were only made worse when Pegleg tripped over his good leg as he tried to stand up. Some of
the hopefuls joined in too, although quietly. The last thing any of them needed was Pegleg mad
at them.The captain finally leapt to his peg and shook the tent’s lines off of his leg. ‘What are you
all laughing at?’ he snarled at the players. The uproar only got louder.Pegleg stormed over to the
players, his hook held out and high, ready to impale the first person he met. But before he could
exact his revenge, Cavre’s voice rang out.‘Captain!’ he said. ‘We have a problem!’Pegleg
stopped so hard, he drove his peg halfway into the beach’s sand. ‘It had better be good, Mr.
Cavre!’ he said, his face as crimson as his coat.‘It’s murder, captain,’ Cavre said. ‘Murder!’Even
as far away as Dunk was, he could see the body lying in the spot left bare by Pegleg’s
destruction of the tent. It was Wu Chen’s.Pegleg rushed over to the corpse and cursed. Holding
the curved end of his hook against his forehead, he said something quiet and respectful over the
body. As he finished, he looked up and gasped.‘Quick, Mr. Cavre,’ he said, ‘check the other
tents.’Dunk’s stomach fell into his boots. He and the other hopefuls watched from the line in
detached horror as Cavre and Pegleg went through each of the tents, pulling back their flaps
one by one. One by one, they discovered a full score of dead hopefuls, each cut down in their
prime.The other players came over from their side of the camp to help. They hauled the bodies
from the tents and stacked them up near the fire pit, one at a time. Dunk tried to go down to help
too, but Cavre pointed him back toward the line. ‘This isn’t something for the hopefuls to help
with, Mr. Hoffnung,’ he said.‘Why not?’ Dunk asked. He’d trained with each of the victims
yesterday, and he wanted to do what little he could for them.‘Tell him, Mr. Fullbelly,’ Cavre said to
Slick before returning to his grisly work.The halfling took Slick by the leg and guided him back to
the line. ‘Think about it, son,’ he said softly. ‘Who stands the most to gain from all this?’As Dunk



returned to his place, he glanced up and down the line at the faces of the other hopefuls. ‘We
do,’ he said with a grimace.It took the Hackers the better part of an hour to pick through the
place. Once all the bodies were accounted for, Pegleg looked up at the line of hopefuls. ‘We
don’t have time for this, Mr. Cavre.’‘Aye, captain,’ the blitzer said. Then he raced up to where the
hopefuls still stood and said, ‘You lot are with me. We have a long day ahead of us, and a few
deaths never stopped a game of Blood Bowl.’CHAPTER TENThat day’s training was even worse
than the first. This time around, Cavre fitted each of the players with a spare set of armour before
practice began.Dunk was amazed at the sophistication of the armour. Unlike the stuff he’d worn
before, which was fashioned for the rigors of battle, this sort of armour was designed for the
weaponless head-knocking and unarmed combat of Blood Bowl. It featured massive spaulders –
Slick called them ‘shoulder pads’ – which were made as much for knocking down other players
as for protection.Dunk also wore a helmet that featured a wrought-iron grill over the face to
protect his eyes from probing fingers, or so it seemed. Unlike traditional helmets, though, this
one featured padding on the inside to protect the skull from the regular blows rained down on it
by opposing players. It was painted in a loud yellow and featured the three crossed swords on a
green background that comprised the Hackers’ logo.Overall, the armour fit tighter than Dunk
was used to, and featured more padding underneath. It was built for speed as well as protection,
to allow the wearer to run as well as survive an attack. The armour of the linemen and blitzers
was just a bit heavier than that of the throwers and catchers, whose smaller shoulder pads were
built so they could easily lift their arms over their heads.The helmet, the shoulder pads, the
gauntlets and even the knee and elbow pads featured sharp sets of spikes that would quickly
make a mess of unprotected flesh. Their presence explained the amazing number of small dents
found on most of the sets of practice armour loaned out to the hopefuls.After getting fitted with
the equipment, the hopefuls played a loose scrimmage against each other, mostly just running
through a set of plays over and over again. The hopefuls lined up against each other and tried to
accomplish whatever goals Cavre set for them, which ranged from successfully throwing the ball
to running the ball through a phalanx of linemen. Dunk found himself in a set of thrower’s armour,
ready to throw the ball downfield, towards the opposing team’s end zone at a moment’s
notice.Dunk decided he liked being a thrower for more than just the gold and glory that Slick had
mentioned. When you had the ball in the game, there wasn’t much more frightening than
realising that everyone on the opposing team hoped to crush you far enough into the turf that
you couldn’t get up without a group of helpers armed with a set of trusty shovels.When most
players had the ball, there was little they could (or at least should) do but run for the end zone
and hope to find some daylight along the way. Throwers, though, could scramble around as
much as they liked until they found someone downfield (closer to the end zone) to chuck the ball
at. Some of the balls they worked with were spiked too, which made catching the ball a bit more
of an adventure, but all of the catchers did their best, even when their efforts drew their own
blood. They all wanted to make an impression, and not of the full body-in-the-turf variety.At
midday, Cavre called a break for lunch, and the hopefuls joined the team members around the



fire pit for more of the team’s traditional stew. This always seemed to be made of some mixture
of cheese, beer, and some sort of unidentifiable meat. Dunk had already had more than his fill of
the stuff aboard the Sea Chariot, but after a day and a half of Blood Bowl tryouts it tasted like the
finest of meals ever served in his family’s keep back in Altdorf.The spirits were high among the
hopefuls, although the players were more subdued. During the middle of the meal, Pegleg, who
had been wandering around the camp all morning, came by and whispered something in
Cavre’s ear. The two men were on the other side of the fire pit, and try as he might Dunk couldn’t
hear a thing they said to each other. For a moment, he thought they might be looking at him, but
it happened so quickly he told himself it was his imagination.In the afternoon, the hopefuls
played a full scrimmage game against the players. The professionals whipped the amateurs like
orc stepchildren. Several of the hopefuls limped off the field, or were carried off, injured. Those
who were left grinned openly. It left them fewer competitors for the four spots available on the
team.‘You’re doing great, son,’ Slick said during a break in the action. ‘There’s really only one
person you have to beat for that thrower spot.’‘I know,’ Dunk said, as he tossed back a tanker of
water, swished it around in his mouth, and spat it out. ‘Luc,’ he said, as he glared over at the
Bretonnian with the golden teeth.Luc noticed Dunk looking at him and stalked over toward the
young warrior, his lip curled in a savage sneer, exposing his fake, yellow teeth. ‘Give up now and
leave, Imperial. I’m the Hacker’s next thrower.’‘Save it for someone who hasn’t seen you piss
yourself in front of M’Grash,’ Slick said, stepping between the two.Luc looked down at the tubby
halfling and laughed. ‘Still letting others do your fighting for you?’ he said to Dunk. ‘On the pitch,
it’ll be just you and me.’Time in the scrimmage was winding down. Cavre had been swapping
Luc and Dunk out for the thrower’s position the whole game. Luc had made a few fine throws, but
he’d also hurled three interceptions. The professionals mostly had their way with the hopefuls, as
was to be expected. They were eager to take the newcomers down a peg or two, and it caused
some of the amateurs to become frustrated and make even worse mistakes.Dunk was used to
this kind of pressure. Back in Altdorf, Lehrer had arranged for him to spar against only the best in
the Empire, and the opponents received bonuses if they beat the young warrior. Dunk had taken
many losses at the hands of Lehrer’s friends, but over time he’d become a better swordsman for
it.After the professionals scored yet another touchdown, the hopefuls lined up to receive the kick-
off once again. Dunk was way back with Luc, who stood on the other side of the field from
him.Cavre kept time on a stopwatch. Before the kick-off, he looked at it and said, ‘This will be the
last chance. The next touchdown ends the game.’Dunk rubbed his hands together and waited for
the kick. It sailed down the field, over the heads of most of the players and angled right for him.
He stretched out his arms and caught it with both hands, just as Cavre had taught him.Dunk
knew exactly what he wanted to do as soon as he got the ball. The trick was finding enough time
to pull it off. He looked down the field and saw the professional linemen charging straight toward
him. Meanwhile, their catchers hung back to cover the amateur catchers racing for the end
zone.Dunk tucked the ball under his arm and dashed off to his left, toward where Luc was
standing. ‘Block for me!’ he said to the Bretonnian.‘Of course,’ Luc said, venom dripping from his



tongue. He stepped forward to put himself between Dunk and the oncoming linemen. Then, at
the last second, he dove to the side, letting the professionals past.Dunk was not only ready for
this, he’d planned for it. With the professionals charging for Luc, he’d feinted moving behind the
traitor and then dashed back to the right.The professionals weren’t fooled for long though.
Karsten and Henrik swerved past Luc and chased right after Dunk. The young warrior gazed
downfield, hoping that one of the catchers had managed to get open. He saw a young man from
Albion, Simon Sherwood, racing for the right corner of the end zone and waving his arms
wildly.Dunk heard Karsten and Henrik’s boots stamping across the field behind him, growing
closer with every step. It was now or never.Dunk cocked back his arm and put everything he had
into hurling the football down the field. The worst part was concentrating hard enough to ignore
the sound of the two stocky linemen stormed up behind him. As he released the ball, they hit him
as one, knocking him flying to the turf.Still under the two linemen, Dunk craned his neck to the
left and stared downfield. Through all of the players now charging back down toward the other
end of the field, he could see the corner of the end zone he’d targeted, and Simon sprinting
toward it at top speed. The only player between Simon and the ball was the terrifyingly tall
M’Grash, but when he looked up to see where the ball was, he hesitated, tripped, and fell. The
ball arced down out of the sky as if it were skating down a rainbow, and landed right in Simon’s
outstretched hands.Pegleg let loose a blast on his referee’s whistle and threw his hand and hook
in the air, signalling a touchdown and the end of the game.The amateurs went wild, shouting and
screaming as if they’d just won the Blood Bowl itself. Some of them raced back, grabbed Dunk
and hoisted him upon their shoulders so they could parade him around the field. The
professionals stood back and watched the whole thing, smiling unabashedly at the hopefuls’ joy
in the game.‘Not bad, Mr. Hoffnung,’ Cavre said to him as Dunk was carried past. ‘Your team lost
5 to 1, but that was a fine play.’Dunk grinned widely and glanced over at Slick. The halfling
tossed him a thumbs-up.When the celebrating died down, Cavre called out. ‘Congratulations to
the prospects for a game well played. You can’t fault your enthusiasm.’A round of cheers went up
from the professionals, who seemed pleased to have such a solid group of hopefuls trying to join
their team. They and the prospects gathered closer to Cavre to listen as he spoke.‘As you know,’
the blitzer said, ‘we have only four spots available on our team. I wish that we had more, but
those are the rules. Those of you who don’t make it, don’t be discouraged. The way this game is
played, there are more openings on many teams every week, and we’re sure to have more by
the time this tournament is over.’The gathered crowed laughed nervously at that.‘So, as soon as
Captain Haken gets here, we can get on with… ah, there he is!’ Cavre pointed to his right, and
the crowd assembled around him parted to let Pegleg through.The look on the captain’s face
was dead serious, and the smiles left the faces of all those who saw him. He limped through the
crowd and said, ‘A moment of your time, Mr. Cavre.’The blitzer excused himself, and he and the
captain walked off toward the city’s wall and spoke in hushed voices.‘What do you think they’re
on about?’ Simon asked Dunk. The two had been shoved together ever since the big play.‘I don’t
know,’ Dunk said.‘My guess,’ said Milo Hoffstetter, the hulk of a man from Middenheim who’d



been campaigning hard for the blitzer spot, ‘is they figured out who the killer is.’Dunk felt
someone tugging at his shoulder. He looked down to see Slick trying to pull him from the crowd.
‘What is it?’ Dunk asked.‘I need to talk with you,’ Slick said.‘What about?’‘Now, son.’Dunk looked
around and realised everyone else was watching him and Slick. He shrugged at them. ‘He’s not
really my father, you know.’The players all shook with laughter at that. Meanwhile, Dunk slipped
away from them and after Slick.‘What is it?’ he asked the halfling. He’d never seen Slick so
agitated. His colour was a bit off and Dunk thought he could see him sweating, something Slick
had confessed to hating so much that he would only consider it in life or death circumstances.
‘They’re just about to announce who made the team,’ Dunk said, hoping that would cheer him
up.‘That’s the least of our concerns,’ Slick said.These words stunned Dunk. He’d never known
the halfling to put anything above Blood Bowl. For the past few weeks, preparing Dunk to make
the team had been the only thing that Slick had concerned himself with.‘You’re scaring me.’Slick
looked up into Dunk’s eyes, searching there for something. ‘No,’ he said, almost to himself. ‘You
didn’t do it, did you? You don’t have it in you.’‘What in Morr’s secret names are you talking
about?’ Dunk’s heart had just about stopped. He was so focused on Slick, he didn’t hear the
step-tap, step-tap, step-tap behind him until a gleaming hook fell on his shoulder.‘Mr. Hoffnung,’
Pegleg said.Dunk whirled about to face the captain. As he did, the hook sliced through the
shoulder of his shirt and drew blood from his skin. ‘What is it?’ he asked. He saw the captain,
Cavre, and everyone else in the camp all around him now, all eyes intently on him.Pegleg
reached into his long, crimson coat and drew out something bound in a white cloth. As he
unwrapped it between his hand and hook, a long knife with a serrated edge appeared. It was
covered with blood from end to end.‘This is the blade that killed all those hopeful souls in the
dark of night,’ the captain said, like a judge intoning a life sentence. ‘I found it in your
tent.’CHAPTER ELEVENThe crowd surged around Dunk, and he suddenly found it hard to
breathe. ‘You can’t be serious,’ he said, trying to stay calm. ‘I didn’t do this! I wouldn’t!’Pegleg
held the knife in his hands as if gauging its weight. ‘That may well be, Mr. Hoffnung,’ he said, his
eyes never wavering from Dunk’s. ‘But this is a hard game for hard people, and some of them will
do anything to get their first team contract. I’ve seen men do worse for gold, to be sure.’‘Pegleg,’
Slick said. ‘Captain. I’ll vouch for this boy’s character. I slept in his tent all night and didn’t hear a
thing.’The captain gave the halfling a mirthless smile. ‘I know you’ll understand, Mr. Fullbelly, that
I can’t really take the word of a man’s agent. Your bias here is clear.’‘But, Captain–’Pegleg cut off
Slick’s words with a wave of his hook. Then he gazed at Dunk again. The young warrior thought
he saw a hint of sadness in the man’s eyes.‘I didn’t do it,’ Dunk said again. Even as the words left
his lips, he could see that they were falling on deaf ears.‘Some coaches,’ Pegleg said, ‘would
appreciate your drive. Anyone willing to kill a dozen people in cold blood could be a real asset on
a Blood Bowl team.’Dunk started to relax a bit, but then he saw Pegleg hand the bloodied blade
to Cavre and begin fingering his hook.‘Others would kill you on the spot, cut you into pieces, and
throw those into the sea.’Dunk swallowed hard at that and quickly assessed the crowd. He was
outnumbered nearly thirty to one, and he didn’t have a weapon at hand. The Blood Bowl



regulations had forbidden him from bringing even his knife onto the field.The looks on the faces
around him ranged from anger to disbelief. Two of the hopefuls, though, were grinning: Luc and
Jacques. Were they just happy to see him go, or was there something more damning behind
those hateful smiles?‘So,’ Dunk said, summoning up every bit of courage he had and wondering
if he could outrun everyone else here. He was sure that Cavre could catch him in a straight
sprint, but if he kicked the blitzer in the knee before taking off he might have a chance.‘So,’ he
repeated again, looking straight into Pegleg’s eyes, ‘what do you plan to do with me?’Pegleg
grimaced for a moment, then waved off in the direction of the tents full of the dead. ‘Those
people knew what the risks were when they tried out for the team. If they didn’t die in the camp
here, there was a good chance they’d have never made it past their third game.’The captain
stared hard at Dunk. ‘However,’ he said. ‘I can’t have myself and every other member of this team
fearing every moment for their lives. Cutthroats can’t go around cutting the throats of their own
kind.’Dunk didn’t like where this was heading. ‘So?’ he said.‘So, you’re off the team.’Most of the
people in the crowd gasped. Luc and Jacques snorted out hard, mean laughs. Cavre frowned.
Dunk saw tears welling up in M’Grash’s eyes. Slick all but wept.‘I was never on it.’ Dunk feared
he was pointing out the obvious.‘You would have been,’ said Pegleg, ‘if not for this.’Slick wailed
openly at this, and he somehow found himself in the arms of M’Grash, who cradled the halfling
in his monstrous arms like a fussing baby as he stifled his own sobs. Dunk started to say
something to Pegleg. He thought that he should make some kind of a speech to punctuate a
grand exit. Instead he just said, ‘Fine,’ turned, and left.‘It’s not over, son,’ Slick said. The halfling’s
eyes were dry now, although the smoke in the pub, a dark, cheap place known as the Bad
Water, irritated them something fierce. The place was packed wall to wall with Blood Bowl fans in
town for the tournament. ‘The Hackers were just our first option, not our last. Look at it this way.
We got a free ride to Magritta out of them!’The thought did little to comfort Dunk, try as he might.
‘I’m not sure I’m cut out for Blood Bowl,’ he said.Slick, who was more than a little drunk at the
moment, slapped a hand on his chest in shock. ‘Not cut out for Blood Bowl?’ he gasped. ‘You,
son, are the most natural talent I’ve ever seen in this game, maybe that the game itself has ever
seen. If not for this dirty trick some scoundrel played to keep you off the team, you’d have been a
definite. You’d have gotten the top starting salary, to boot.’With that, Slick’s eyes began to tear up
again, and Dunk felt obliged to reach over and pat the halfling on the back. This kind gesture
nearly knocked the imbalanced Slick off his extra-high barstool.Dunk reached over to steady
Slick and his stool. When he had succeeded, he noticed that someone was standing behind him
and watching him. He turned to see an attractive young woman with long, auburn hair and dark
black eyes that seemed to suck in everything they saw.‘Can I help you, my lady?’ Dunk said in a
tone that purposefully betrayed the fact that the answer to this question should only be ‘no’.‘Are
you Dunkel Hoffnung?’ the woman said with a twinkle in her eye and a half-smile on her ruby-
painted lips.‘Who’s asking?’ Slick said, instantly seeming sober now that he had something to
take his mind off the events of the day.‘Lästiges Weibchen,’ the woman said, ‘on special
assignment from Spike! Magazine.’Slick stood up on his barstool to seem as tall as possible. It



wobbled under him a bit, but he was able to right it without help from Dunk. ‘You hear that, son?
Spike! Magazine is on to you already. I told you that you were fated for great things in this
game.’‘Interesting things, for sure,’ Lästiges said, keeping her eyes drilled to Dunk.‘What’s
special about your assignment?’ Dunk asked, returning the reporter’s gaze without
flinching.‘Have you ever heard of Dirk Heldmann?’ This wasn’t a question, Dunk knew.‘Who
hasn’t?’ Slick answered. He looked over at Dunk. ‘The team captain of the Reikland Reavers.
They haven’t had a blitzer that good since Griff Oberwald’s playing days. That’s the problem with
human teams,’ he said to Lästiges as an aside. ‘Too short-lived to ever build a real dynasty.’‘Your
name,’ Dunk said to the woman. ‘“Weibchen.” That’s from Marienburg, isn’t it?’‘You should know,
Mr. Hoffnung,’ Lästiges said through gritted teeth.Dunk shook his head. ‘We don’t want to talk to
her, Slick,’ he said. ‘She’s nothing but trouble.’‘How dare you?’ Lästiges said, her dark eyes
flashing. ‘After what your family did to mine–’Dunk turned his back on the woman and picked up
his stein of Killer Genuine Draft. ‘It was business,’ he said, ‘and it was before my time.’Lästiges
ground out a little growl. ‘Well, if you won’t talk with me, I’m sure Dirk Heldmann will. Spike!
Magazine is dying to know what the Reavers’ top scorer thinks about his big brother being
accused of murder.’‘Khaine’s bloody teeth!’ Slick said, turning to Dunk. ‘Dirk Heldmann is your
brother?’Dunk slammed back what was left of his beer and turned back to talk to Slick and
Lästiges, his eyes glowering at her. ‘When he announced he was going to take up Blood Bowl,
our parents disowned him. He changed his name before his first game.’‘Word is your family sent
him off to play Blood Bowl for his own safety,’ Lästiges said with a vicious grin. ‘After they
imploded in such a terrible mess, anyone could understand why he’d want it that way.’Dunk
considered throwing his beer at the woman, but his stein was empty. He signalled the bartender
for another in case the urge struck him again.‘Nice to see the press is as fair and impartial with
Blood Bowl as it is with real news,’ Dunk said. ‘I don’t have anything to say to you.’ The bartender
slipped over another stein with the initials KGD chiselled on it in what were obviously supposed
to be dwarf runes. It was a fairly drunk dwarf responsible for these runes, though. ‘I think you
should leave.’‘Really?’ Lästiges said with mock surprise. ‘After what’s been happening with you
lately, I thought you might want all the friends you can get.’Dunk frowned. ‘I’ve been banned from
the team. What else can they do to me?’Lästiges threw back her head and laughed. ‘You see
those two over there?’ she asked, tossing her lustrous hair toward a far corner of the pub where
two people sat, dressed in black robes. One was the shortest elf that Dunk had ever seen – thin
and pale, with white-blond hair and proud, angular features – but a foot shorter than most other
elves. The other was the tallest dwarf Dunk had ever seen; stocky and swarthy, with soot-black
hair and a rough-hewn face, but a foot taller than most other dwarves.In fact, the two were nearly
identical in stature so that Dunk had the strange impression they were twins. Their uniform
dress – dark robes sashed with red ropes and featuring a frothing Wolf embroidered across their
chests – only emphasised the effect.‘Who are they?’ Dunk asked, feigning indifference. As he
spoke, he knew that the duo was aware he was talking about them, even if they were too far
away to hear his words.‘GWs,’ Slick said in what he seemed to think was a hushed whisper,



although in his drunkenness it was more like a soft shout. ‘Game Wizards. They work for the
Cabalvision networks to keep the teams in line.’ He pointed unsubtly at the wizards’ uniforms.
‘Those two must be here for Wolf Sports.’‘Are they the law around here?’ Dunk was confused.
What business was it of these people what happened in the Hackers’ camp?Lästiges giggled.
On anyone else, this might have seemed cute, but with her it was clearly meant to be cruel. ‘Oh,
they’re much worse. The Cabalvision networks make a fortune with these tournaments, and it’s
their job to make sure no one damages the rating with silly things like, oh, I don’t know –
murdering a dozen of your fellow prospects.’Dunk tried to feign indifference and change the
subject. ‘Slick,’ he said, ‘do you know anywhere around here I can find myself a good blade? I
feel naked without a proper sword on my hip.’Slick pulled his attention away from the GWs
slowly. ‘Wha? Oh, yeah, son. We’ll see what we can do about that. First thing tomorrow.’‘I’ve
done what I can to help here,’ Lästiges said merrily. ‘I’d like to interview you sometime later,
Dunk, maybe when you’re a bit more available. Perhaps we could do you and your brother at the
same time.’Dunk stared into his stein. ‘I haven’t seen my brother in three years.’‘All the better,’
Lästiges said. ‘I just love family reunions, especially under such happy circumstances.’Dunk
gripped the handle of his stein and tried to convince himself the beer in it would be better in his
belly than all over the reporter. When he looked over his shoulder to gauge the distance to his
target, she was gone. He glanced at the door across the crowded room and saw her
disappearing into Magritta’s early dusk.‘Do I have to worry about the law in Magritta?’ Dunk
asked Slick.‘Ordinarily, yes,’ the halfling said. ‘But this is during one of the four Major
Tournaments. The prince of Magritta doesn’t want any major disruptions during this event. It
brings a lot of crowns into the city’s coffers and, by extension, into his. He’s usually happy to
leave things to the Game Wizards instead.’‘How much do I have to worry about them?’ Dunk
tried to keep his voice steady.‘Not too much, I’d say, son.’‘How’s that?’ Dunk shot a look at the
halfling and saw him gazing toward the exit.‘They’re on their way out of here right now.’Dunk
screwed up his face for a moment as he tried to figure out what was going on. He thought these
Game Wizards would at least want to question him. Maybe Lästiges was leading them on to their
next ‘suspect’ instead.‘Whew!’ a voice said from behind Dunk and Slick. ‘I thought those two
would never leave.’CHAPTER TWELVEThe young warrior and the halfling turned toward the
voice as one. There they saw a greasy creature with wide, green eyes and a long, wide nose
with a wart on each side of it. Oily wisps of colourless hair swept aimlessly over his sunburned
scalp and weeping patches of acne covered his pustuled face. He extended his hand to Dunk
and then to Slick, who shook it, mostly because they were too stunned by the man to think better
of the gesture.‘Name’s Gunther the Gobbo,’ the man said. His high-pitched voice seemed to be
always on the verge of breaking into a mad cackle. ‘I’ve come to talk with your boy here. I
understand he’s quite a… talent.’Dunk nodded queasily. Slick spoke up, eager as a stray dog
presented with a plate of raw beef. ‘You have that right. He’s the best young recruit I’ve ever
seen, and I’ve seen them all for the past fifty years. Take my word for it, this kid’s bound for the
Hall of Fame.’Gunther nodded excitedly. The way his head bobbed, Dunk wasn’t sure it was



properly attached to his neck. ‘Great, great! That’s just what I hear.’ Then Gunther’s tone lowered
into a comic imitation of conspiratorial. ‘I also hear you had some problems today, perhaps of
your own creation.’‘I didn’t kill all those people!’ Dunk shouted. He’d had enough of the
accusations, especially from people he’d just met.The entire room fell silent, and all eyes
snapped over to Dunk.‘Of course, you didn’t, son,’ Slick said awkwardly. ‘It was a bloody war,
and I’m sure you only killed a small percentage of them.’The room burst into laughter, and the
patrons and staff went back to their own conversations.‘Well played,’ Gunther said to Slick,
oozing sick admiration. ‘Just the kind of person I’d like to be in business with.’‘What are you
selling?’ Dunk asked.‘Ha!’ Gunther said. ‘That’s funny, kid. You must be new around here. I’m not
selling. I’m buying.’Dunk shot Slick a what’s-he-talking-about look. The halfling, still standing on
his barstool, put an arm around the young warrior as he spoke.‘Gunther the Gobbo here, he’s
one of the biggest bookmakers in the Old World. He takes bets from all comers, sets the odds,
then pays the winners and collects from the losers. Best of all Gunther here has set himself up
as an odds making expert on Cabalvision too.’‘I used to appear on CBS, but Wolf Sports just
picked me up,’ Gunther said as he flashed Dunk a smile that reminded him of the
chimera.‘CBS?’ Dunk asked Slick.‘Crystal Ball Service. One of the Cabalvision networks. It
conjures images into crystal balls around the Old World rather than popping them into the minds
of subscribers.’ The halfling pointed out the large, glassy balls hanging over the bar and in
various corners of the pub. They were dark and cloudy now, but Dunk suspected that was
because no games were being played at the moment.‘So, kid,’ Gunther said, barely catching the
drool from his chin with a red velvet handkerchief that looked like it had been trapped in such
service for years. ‘Aren’t you going to ask me what I’m buying?’Dunk looked Gunther up and
down again, then shook his head. ‘No.’The young warrior had expected the bookie’s face to fall,
but Gunther’s grin just widened, and his handkerchief lost its battle with the drool for a moment.
‘C’mon, kid, all the rookies are shy the first time they meet me. Don’t you sweat it. Ask me.’Dunk
started to shake his head again, but Slick interrupted. ‘Tell him,’ the halfling said.Gunther
slapped Slick on the back and nearly knocked him from his barstool. Trying to right himself, the
halfling lurched backward and fell neatly behind the bar.‘Oi!’ the burly bartender said as he
snatched Slick up and shoved him back onto his stool. The back of the halfling’s green jacket
was soaked with some strange mixture that smelled flammable. ‘I’ve warned you before about
trying to sneak back here for a drink!’‘You must have me mixed up with someone else,’ Slick
said, as politely as he could, trying to press his curly hair back into place. His voice squeaked
like that of a talking mouse. ‘I’ve never been here before.’The bartender, a dark-haired man with
a bushy moustache and a tattooed goatee glared at Slick for a moment before tossing a bar rag
at him in disgust. ‘Right!’ he said as he went back to serving drinks to a pack of skaven – walking
ratmen – at the other end of the bar. ‘You half-pints all look the same to me,’ he muttered.Slick
dried his hair off with the bar rag, then looked at it in disgust and tossed it back over his shoulder.
‘You were saying?’ he asked Gunther.‘I heard about your problems earlier today,’ the bookie said.
‘I can help.’‘News travels fast,’ Dunk said, instantly suspicious.‘How?’ asked Slick, ignoring



Dunk.Gunther leaned in towards them, and whispered low enough that only they could hear. ‘I
can get your boy here on the team of your choice.’‘How’s that?’ Dunk asked.Slick put a hand on
the young warrior’s chest. ‘Now, son. When someone of the Gobbo’s stature offers to lend you a
hand, the polite thing to do is accept.’Gunther gave Slick an unintentionally horrible toothy grin.
Things were caught in there that were rotted worse than the teeth that held them. The stench
caused Dunk to reel back. He took another pull from his stein to kill the smell.‘You’re a creature I
can do business with,’ Gunther said to Slick, and the two grinned at each other like cats about to
split a wounded eagle.‘How can you deliver on a promise like that?’ Dunk asked. He ignored the
dirty look Slick shot him.Gunther narrowed his eyes at Dunk. ‘Let’s just say that in my line of work
a lot of people end up owing me favours.’‘What’s the catch?’ Dunk asked, returning Gunther’s
glare.The bookie’s face broke into a smile again. ‘No catch, kid. Just a couple of friends doing
each other favours.’‘We’re not friends.’‘Everyone has to start somewhere, son,’ Slick said. ‘We
haven’t known each other all that long ourselves.’‘We haven’t done him any favours.’‘Not yet,’
said Gunther, a knowing look in his eyes, ‘but someday, when I need one, you will.’Dunk nodded.
‘You fix the games you take bets on.’Slick slapped a hand over Dunk’s mouth. ‘Son!’ he said in a
mixture of exasperation and shame. ‘Don’t you talk like that to our new friend.’‘Your new friend,’
Dunk said as he pulled the halfling’s tiny hand from his face.‘Any team you like,’ Gunther said.
‘Interested in playing for the Reavers? I can make it happen.’‘Not interested.’Slick gasped in
heartbreaking disappointment.‘Okay, kid,’ Gunther said. ‘Have it your way, the hard way. Those
people who aren’t my friends sometimes find it extra hard to win a spot on a team.’‘Is that a
threat?’ a voice from behind Dunk said. The young warrior had been so focused on Gunther that
he hadn’t heard the speaker come up behind him.Dunk spun about on his stool, and there stood
his brother Dirk. Dunk often marvelled that they had both come from the same set of parents.
Where Dunk was broad and dark, Dirk was lithe and light. The younger Hoffman stood an inch or
two taller than Dunk but weighed twenty pounds less. Under his straight, white-blond hair, his
bright blue eyes glared straight past Dunk and down at Gunther.‘No!’ Gunther said, back-
pedalling a step or two. ‘Of course not. I don’t work that way, Dirk, you know that.’Dirk nodded. ‘I
know exactly how you work, Gunther, so I’m going to warn you once: leave this man
alone.’Gunther regained some of his composure at this. ‘Look here,’ he said. ‘The kid is an adult.
He can make up his own mind.’Dirk turned toward Dunk, finally looking him in the eye. ‘Do you
want anything from the Gobbo?’ he asked. As he spoke, he shook his head no.Dunk hadn’t seen
his brother in three years. He’d left long before the family had fallen apart, and never looked
back. This had left Dunk alone to handle the Hoffnung clan’s catastrophic implosion. Despite
this, he found himself glad to see his brother again. He had a few more scars and looked older
than the years should have made him, but it was still Dirk for sure.Dunk shook his head in
tandem with his brother. ‘No,’ he said.‘You heard him, Gunther,’ Dirk said, turning back toward
the bookie. ‘Decision’s made. Respect it.’The Gobbo looked up at the two men, then flashed a
wink at Slick. ‘No problem, Dirk. Always happy to do a favour for you.’‘It’s not a favour,’ Dirk said
darkly. ‘It’s an order.’Gunther held up his hands in mock surrender, but he looked at Dunk before



he turned to leave. ‘That’s okay,’ he said. ‘There are lots more where you came from – wherever
that is.’The three watched the Gobbo leave. Dunk watched Slick dab at his eyes with his sleeve,
then turn toward Dirk and offer his hand.‘So you’re Dunk’s brother,’ the halfling said evenly. ‘I
should have known.’Dirk shook Slick’s hand. ‘I don’t tell all the family secrets.’‘You didn’t have to
do that,’ Dunk said, jerking a thumb at the door through which the Gobbo had disappeared. As
he spoke, he felt his resentment toward his brother rising in his chest.‘We’re brothers,’ Dirk said.
‘Only I get to abuse you, and you didn’t seem to be handling it so well yourself.’Dunk stepped off
his barstool and stood nose to nose with Dirk. ‘I can manage. I did just fine without you for the
past three years.’An icy smirk spread across Dirk’s battle-scarred face. ‘That’s not what I heard
from Lehrer.’Dunk’s face flushed with shame. He bowed his head to hunt for some self-control as
he felt his fist clenching. Another comment like that from Dirk, and it would find itself flying
toward his face all on its own.‘Aren’t you going to introduce us?’The melodious voice sounded
out of place here in the Bad Water, like a morning dove singing against the background of a
catfight. Dunk raised his head to see its owner, and his breath left him.‘My apologies,’ Dirk said
to Dunk, although the young warrior still ignored him. ‘This is my team-mate, Spinne Schönheit.
Spinne, this is my older brother Dunk.’Spinne stood as tall as Dunk, although that was due to the
high-heeled leather boots that stretched up to the back of her knees. Her long, strawberry
blonde hair cascaded past her shoulders, where it was caught in a single, thick braid intertwined
with ribbons of silver and gold. Her wide blue-grey eyes transfixed Dunk, holding him paralysed
in their bright gaze. The words that fell from her wide, sensual lips each seemed so precious that
Dunk wanted to hunt down each one and cage it forever.‘My pleasure,’ Spinne said in a voice as
smooth as a fine chocolate liqueur. ‘You never mentioned you had a brother,’ she said to Dirk,
never taking her eyes off Dunk. ‘Is it Dunk Heldmann then?’Dunk found he could not
reply.‘Hoffnung, actually,’ Dirk said. ‘Heldmann is my game name.’Spinne smiled softly at this,
and Dunk felt his heart would melt and run out through his boots.‘Have you come to see Dirk
play?’When Dunk didn’t reply, Slick leapt into the gap. ‘Actually,’ he said, sticking out his hand for
Spinne, ‘he’s here to play. I’m Slick Fullbelly, esquire, his agent.’Spinne gave Slick her hand, and
he bent over it brushing it gently with his lips. She giggled at that. Dunk had never been jealous
of the halfling before, but now he ached with it.‘You?’ Dirk stuck in at Dunk, his jaw gaping wide.
‘Really?’‘What team are you with?’ Spinne asked. Dirk stared at his brother at this, evidently
interested in the answer too.‘None at the moment, I’m afraid,’ Slick said with open regret. ‘If you’d
asked me this morning, I’d have said we’d be with the Hackers for sure, but an unfortunate event
and an unjust accusation seem to have precluded that.’‘The Bad Bay Hackers?’ Dirk said, still
gaping at his older brother. ‘I heard half their recruits were murdered this–’ He cut himself off as
he goggled at Dunk. ‘That was… that couldn’t have been… you?’Spinne flashed a wide, perfect,
ruby-lipped smile hungry enough to devour a dragon whole. ‘I respect a man who goes for what
he wants.’‘Well,’ Dunk started, too stunned to be half as articulate as he wanted, ‘it wasn’t really
like that.’‘I can’t believe my ears,’ Dirk said, holding his head with both hands. ‘After what Lehrer
told me, I thought you’d sunk as low as you could, but murdering people to get on a Blood Bowl



team? That’s, well, that’s impossible, isn’t it?’Dunk suddenly remembered how angry he was
with his brother. ‘How would you know?’ he asked. ‘Where have you been for the past three
years? Out chasing after glory and gold! Where were you when I needed you?’Dirk’s demeanour
turned glacier-cold. ‘I could ask the same of you, brother.’Seeing red, Dunk smashed his stein
down on the top of the bar. Beer and shards of pottery splattered everywhere. ‘That’s it!’ he
roared at his brother.Dirk’s fist flashed out and flattened Dunk’s nose, sending him sprawling
back along the bar and into the pack of skaven. The ratmen scattered before the much-larger
man, drawing their knives as they went.Dirk drew his blade and leapt to stand over his fallen
brother, who sat covered in sawdust and the skavens’ spilled cider. ‘Back off!’ he said to the
ratmen, who chattered at him through their six-inch-long front teeth. ‘No one harms him but
me!’A blade sang out from someone standing just inside the nearby doorway and slapped Dirk’s
sword away. The skaven skittered away, looking for some sort of hole in which to hide.Dirk
brought his blade back around to where it clashed against the newcomer’s. ‘What is it you want?’
he snarled at the dark-skinned man.Cavre glared steadily over their crossed swords. ‘I need to
talk with your brother, Mr. Heldmann,’ he said to Dirk, never taking his eyes from Dunk’s. ‘If that’s
not too much to ask.’CHAPTER THIRTEENDunk had never been in Pegleg’s tent before. The
coach didn’t fraternize much with his players, let alone lowly prospects. It was taller and better
appointed than any other tent in the Hackers’ camp, floored with wooden planks that Dunk
suspected had been taken from the deck of the Sea Chariot, perhaps directly from the captain’s
own quarters. A large crystal ball sat in the centre of a large, oaken desk, the surface of which
was carved with letters, lines and figures Dunk could not decipher.‘I suppose you’re wondering
why you’re here, Mr. Hoffnung,’ the coach said. He sat in a chair behind the desk, and as he
spoke he scratched something in the desk’s top.Dunk sat in a small folding chair opposite
Pegleg. Staring up at the grim look in the ex-pirate’s eyes, he had no doubt why he was here.
Only the solemn vow Cavre had given to Dirk that Dunk would not be harmed kept him from
fleeing into the darkness right then and there. That, and the fact that Cavre stood directly behind
him and would probably put him down at the first false move he made.The young warrior
realised that Pegleg was waiting for an answer. He shook his head. ‘No, sir,’ he said
sullenly.From under his brilliant yellow tricorn, Pegleg shot his first mate a concerned look.
‘Cavre? Have you already informed Mr. Hoffnung of this evening’s events and how they are
entwined with his eventual fate?’‘Not a word, captain.’Pegleg narrowed his eyes at Dunk. ‘You
are aware of the murders, then?’Dunk nodded slowly, confused. ‘That’s why you cut me from the
team this afternoon,’ he said. ‘Despite the fact I had nothing to do with them.’A smile tickled at
the edge of Pegleg’s mouth. ‘I see, Mr. Hoffnung. You continue to maintain your innocence
then?’Dunk nodded as if nothing could be more evident.‘Then I suppose you had nothing to do
with this evening’s killings either?’Dunk froze, stunned. ‘What?’Cavre spoke. ‘Sometime shortly
after sundown, Andreas and Otto went to collect our newest players for a celebration. They
found Mr. Sherwood and Mr. Reyes in fine condition. Sadly, the same could not be said of the
Broussard brothers.’Dunk felt the beer in his stomach start to creep its way up his gullet.‘What



was wrong with them?’ he asked. He forgot to supply any honorific when addressing Pegleg, but
the coach ignored it.‘Why, Mr. Hoffnung, they were dead, of course.’Using his good hand, Pegleg
reached down and pulled something bundled in a crimson cloth from a drawer in his desk. He
tossed it on to the desk and peeled back the fabric with his hook so deftly that Dunk suspected
he could fillet a fish with its tip.It was the same knife Pegleg had found in Dunk’s tent
before.‘They were killed with this.’Dunk gasped for air. ‘Don’t tell me you found that in my tent
again.’‘No, Mr. Hoffnung,’ Pegleg said flatly. ‘It was sticking out of Luc Broussard’s right
eye.’Dunk’s head reeled. He found it hard to focus, but he couldn’t pull his eyes away from the
freshly bloodied knife. He clamped down hard on his rising stomach, afraid that everything he’d
put into it since that morning would come spraying onto the coach’s precious floor.Instead, out
came a rousing, tent-shuddering belch.Dunk looked up sheepishly at Pegleg and then back at
Cavre, who both stared at Dunk as if he’d grown a second head. ‘Um,’ he said, ‘excuse
me?’Cavre just shook his head at Dunk, while Pegleg seemed to be sniggering behind the hook
he raised to his face.‘Well,’ Pegleg said once he’d regained his composure, ‘on that auspicious
note, I’d like to inform you of your new status, Mr. Hoffnung.’Dunk repressed a shiver, although
whether of anger or fear he could not tell. ‘You can’t think I had anything to do with this,’ he
said.Pegleg shook his big, tricorn hat. ‘No,’ he said. ‘Several people placed you in the Bad Water
from when you left here until Mr. Cavre brought you to me. You’re off the,’ he looked at the sharp,
shining device in place of his missing hand, then cleared his throat, ‘hook… so to speak.’Dunk
slumped back in the folding chair, astonished at the heights and depths of his day. Then he sat
bolt upright again. ‘What about the other killings?’ he said. ‘Do you still think I had something to
do with those?’Pegleg shook his head. ‘We never did, Mr. Hoffnung. The attempt to frame you by
placing the murder weapon in your tent was far too obvious. You may not be a great Blood Bowl
player yet, but you’re hardly a fool.’‘Then why did you cut me from the-? Oh.’ This line of
questions led Dunk to an answer he didn’t particularly like.Pegleg shook his head again. ‘You’re
a fine player, Mr. Hoffnung, and I’d be pleased to offer you a spot on our team, but I hoped to
play along with the killer long enough for me to be able to learn who he was. In all honesty, I
suspected the Broussard brothers, but these most recent events seem to have taken them out of
the running.’‘Unless they killed themselves out of guilt, captain,’ Cavre said.Pegleg chortled at
that. ‘Very good, Mr. Cavre. I’ll admit I hadn’t thought of that. Very good!’Dunk stared at Pegleg,
afraid that he might for a moment be serious. The captain saw the look and waved it off.‘This is
all beside the point, of course. The fact is that we have two more people dead, leaving us once
more short-handed on this team. Those are spots we need to fill.’It finally dawned on Dunk why
he was here. ‘You want me to play for the Bad Bay Hackers?’ It was a question less of curiosity
than astonishment.‘Didn’t I just say that, Mr. Hoffnung?’ Pegleg looked over Dunk’s shoulder at
Cavre. ‘Well, didn’t I?’‘Not in so many words, captain,’ the blitzer said.Pegleg harrumphed. ‘I
supposed I’ll have to be a bit more direct about it then. Mr. Hoffnung?’ He looked Dunk straight in
the eye and pointed at him with the curve of his hook. ‘I’d like to offer you a position as our
backup thrower. Are you interested?’A strange mélange of emotions washed over Dunk. This



was why he was here in Magritta, right? To try out for the Hackers, to launch his Blood Bowl
career. At the same time, he couldn’t get his father’s disparaging attitude about the game out of
his head. His parents had disowned his brother over playing the game, after all. That was hardly
a concern these days, but it still gave Dunk pause.‘Yes!’ Slick’s voice shouted from outside the
tent. The halfling stormed in through the closed flaps, barely disturbing them as he passed, and
stabbed an index finger toward Pegleg’s face. ‘He’ll take it!’All eyes in the tent turned toward Slick
and he suddenly realised he’d become the centre of attention. He blushed with a sheepish grin,
then spoke more calmly to Pegleg. ‘Assuming we can come to a mutually beneficial agreement,
Captain Haken, of course.’‘Of course,’ Pegleg replied, rolling his eyes.Cavre came around from
behind Dunk and walked over to a locked cabinet against the right wall. He produced a key and
opened it, then extracted a large, tall bottle wrapped in woven strands of something that looked
like straw to Dunk’s eyes. He placed it on the table, next to the bloody knife, along with a pair of
crystal glasses.‘A drink of Stoutfellow’s finest to seal the deal?’ Pegleg said to Slick.‘Let’s start
with a toast to celebrate our mutual recognition of our desire to work together,’ the halfling said,
‘and we can work our way up from there.’Cavre took Dunk by the elbow and led him from the
tent.‘Don’t worry yourself, son,’ Slick said as Cavre escorted Dunk away. ‘By the time I work out
your deal with this scallywag, he’ll have promised us his hook and an option on his leg – the
good one!’Back in the Bad Water, Cavre raised a drink to Dunk. ‘Here’s to the game,’ he said to
the rookie as they clinked their steins together. ‘May you leave it better off than you found it.’Dunk
drank deeply from his KGD, then wiped his mouth and smiled at Cavre. ‘Are you talking about me
or the game there?’ he asked.Cavre smiled. ‘The toast doesn’t say, does it, Mr. Hoffnung? That’s
what makes it such a good toast. Congratulations.’Dunk smiled. He hated the circumstances
under which he’d come to his new position – if he even had it yet, although he trusted Slick to
take care of that – but he found himself pleased to be in it. For tonight, at least, he was ready to
let his ambivalence drain away so that he could enjoy the moment for the magical thing it
was.Dunk knew that thousands of people, maybe millions, would kill to be able to play Blood
Bowl professionally. And somebody did, he thought, which gave him pause. He shoved that
aside with the rest of his doubts though. He hadn’t killed those people, and it seemed that
Pegleg and Cavre finally believed him. That was enough for now.Dunk let the joy of his good
fortune, or fate, as the case may have been, flow over him. Doing this had to beat chasing after
dragons, and it was far enough away from Altdorf that he might even be able to forget what had
happened to his family back there and what he’d had to do with it. He drank deeply from his
stein, then slammed it back down and ordered another.Several steins later, the world seemed a
much friendlier place to Dunk. He clapped Cavre on the back and said. ‘I’m just thrilled to be able
to work with you.’Cavre smiled patiently at the rookie. ‘So you keep telling me, Mr.
Hoffnung.’‘We’re team-mates now,’ Dunk said. ‘You can drop the ‘mister’ bit. Call me Dunk.’Cavre
shook his head. ‘I work with a lot of people, Mr. Hoffnung. On a Blood Bowl team, they tend to
come and go like grist on a millstone. Only a rare few do I ever call by name.’‘But I’ll be the
thrower,’ Dunk said, the drink making him a bit more distressed by Cavre’s cavalier attitude than



he normally would allow. ‘You’re the blitzer. Those are the team’s top two positions. We’ll have a
natural bond.’Cavre snorted softly as he raised his stein to his lips. When he brought it down, he
gazed at Dunk with his dark, brown eyes that seemed like they’d maybe seen too much over the
years for their own good. ‘Sometimes it works like that,’ he said, ‘true. But not always. I’ve been
working with Mr. Ritternacht for two years now, and there’s no such bond there.’Dunk’s heart
sank. If Kur hadn’t been able to inspire any kind of respect in Cavre in years of trying, what hope
did Dunk have? On the other hand, Kur didn’t seem like the kind of person who cared to try for
such things. That lifted Dunk’s spirits for a moment.‘And you’re still just the back-up thrower, Mr.
Hoffnung,’ Cavre pointed out.Dunk’s spirits sank again. He took another belt of his KGD.‘So,
sailor, what does a girl have to do around here to get a guy to buy her a drink?’Dunk looked up to
see Spinne on his other side, away from Cavre. She smiled at him, but he couldn’t move his
tongue, maybe because of that smile.A mug full of mulled wine slid down the bar and skidded to
a half in front of Spinne. Dunk looked down at it as if it had been conjured from thin air. Then he
glanced back at the bartender and caught his eye. ‘Put that on my tab,’ he croaked out.‘It looks
like you’re celebrating,’ Spinne said as she brought the mulled wine to her soft lips. Dunk found
himself just as jealous of the mug as he had been of Slick earlier.‘Mr. Hoffnung here has just
been offered a position with the Hackers,’ Cavre offered from over Dunk’s shoulder.Spinne
smiled. ‘Congratulations!’ she said, clinking her mug against Dunk’s stein. He almost dropped
his beer, but he managed to rally enough to join her in her toast.‘What position will you be
playing?’ Spinne asked.‘Thrower,’ Dunk said.‘Behind Kur?’Dunk nodded. ‘For now.’Spinne
laughed. ‘That’s confidence for you,’ she said to Cavre over Dunk’s shoulder. ‘Don’t you find a
rookie’s ambitions amazing?’‘Not anymore, Spinne.’She looked back at Dunk. ‘He’s just flattering
me. He remembers back when I was a rookie too. I had so much to learn, didn’t I?’Dunk nodded.
‘I suppose I do too.’‘More than you know, my Dunkel,’ Spinne said. ‘More than you know.’‘My
brother used to call me that,’ Dunk said. ‘Do you know where he is?’ He craned his neck around,
suspicious that Dirk was watching him, frozen like a deer in the bright light of Spinne’s attention.‘I
don’t have any idea,’ she said. ‘Is it important? Oh, you’d like to share your news with him,
right?’Dunk shook his head. The last thing he needed right now was a conversation with Dirk. He
was feeling good, and he knew that would bring him crashing back down to the dirt.‘We’re not
together, you know,’ Spinne said. ‘Your brother and I. He likes to give people that impression
sometimes.’‘I had that impression.’ Dunk’s day had just gotten even better.‘Sometimes I let
people think that. You wouldn’t think it would be hard to keep men away from me, would
you?’Dunk smiled, boggled by the insanity of the question. ‘Is that a joke?’ he asked, looking her
up and down. ‘I think you’d need an army – or at least a good set of linemen.’Spinne frowned. ‘I’m
not some kind of princess. I’m a Blood Bowl player.’‘And one of the best around,’ Cavre said.
Dunk turned as he heard the man’s stool push back from the bar.‘I’m going to call it a night,’ the
blitzer said. ‘I’d love to be able to help Mr. Hoffnung here celebrate his impending contract all
night long, but we aren’t in Magritta for pleasure.’‘Right!’ Dunk said. ‘I can go back with you. Is
there some kind of curfew?’‘Yes,’ Cavre laughed. ‘But it only applies to players.’‘But…’ Dunk was



confused.‘Have you signed a contract yet, Mr. Hoffnung?’ Cavre asked, still smiling.‘No, but I’m
sure that–’Cavre cut Dunk off with a wave of his legendary hands. ‘Then your time is still your
own. This is the last night that may be true for a while, Mr. Hoffnung. I suggest you enjoy it.’With
that, Cavre snapped off a quick salute and took his leave. Dunk turned back to Spinne, who
seemed to be standing closer to him than before.‘Well,’ he said, ‘it seems I’m on my own for
celebrating my good news. Would you care to join me?’‘Haven’t I already?’ Spinne smiled at him
with dreamy eyes.‘So,’ Dunk asked, ‘what do you suggest a young rookie do with his last night of
freedom?’As Spinne leaned in and pressed her breathtakingly soft lips against his, she said,
‘Oh, can’t we think of something?’CHAPTER FOURTEENThe next morning, Dunk slunk back to
the Hackers’ camp in the cold light of early dawn. His head pounded like a dwarf jackhammer
any time he bent over, which he’d done in Spinne’s room to grab his pants before she hustled
him out the door. He hadn’t bent over since, but his head was still spinning with the events of the
night before. To be cleared of murder and then to be offered a position with the Hackers was
amazing enough, but to then bed the beautiful Spinne was too much for his brain to handle, as
evidenced by the fact that it seemed ready to spin out of his skull at a moment’s notice.‘Ah!’ Slick
shouted as Dunk tried to sneak into his tent. ‘There you are! Cavre told me you might be out late
celebrating your last night as a civilian, but I didn’t imagine it would be all night. I didn’t think you
had it in you.’Dunk winced at the noise of the halfling’s voice and held his ears. It conveniently
allowed him to hold his head together at the same time.‘Oh,’ Slick said, a bit more softly this
time. ‘I see you’re paying the price for your pleasure last night,’ he chuckled. ‘Thank Nuffle you
won’t be playing today.’‘How’s that?’ Dunk said, surprised at how relieved he was by this bit of
news. Then his relief morphed to concern. ‘We didn’t make a deal?’
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themselves plus love, then this book is for you.Could it have been a better book? Sure. Just
about any volume out there could have been better. Can this book stand on its own content?
Yes, it can.  Read thhe book folks; then play the table-top game!  Enjoy life to its fullest!”
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read.”
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Raymond S., “Entertaining. Unlike many of the other books set in the warhammer universe, this
is written with a fun breezy tone.  Some of the puns will have you cringing though.”

mattyH 1992, “Great read. Great story and introduction the insane world world of bloodbowl.
Some editing mistakes throughout the book though are the only things to let it down”

Constantine, “Not bad. 4 STARS. Enjoyable story. Typos and poor editing let it down.”
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